
 
 

TO:  Ohio Criminal Sentencing Commission Members & Advisory Committee  

FROM:  Sara Andrews, Director 

DATE:  May 5, 2015 

RE:  25 year review of sentencing for certain felony offenses 

The Commission identified and subsequently voted a priority is to address the ‘felonization’ of misdemeanors 
and increasing lengths of sentence for existing felonies since adoption of new criminal sentencing code (SB2) 
in 1996.  The Commission further suggested conducting a review of all offenses made felonies or modified for 
much more extensive use over the past 25 years to examine if lower penalties are more appropriate.   

Because it is available and accessible, several sources of data from the Department of Rehabilitation and 
Correction (DRC) were used to frame the research request and collaborate with the Supreme Court of Ohio 
Law Library for the project.  Specifically, a list of offense commitments supplied from DRC titled, ‘What are 
crimes that either weren't crimes or were barely used in 1993 that are extensively used now?’; 2013 intake 
sample most serious top five commitment offenses; and a random selection of DRC commitment report 
categories – calendar year 2014, 2004 and 1997. 

Therefore, the 25 year sentence review of certain crimes includes the following offenses: Assault, Domestic 
Violence, Non-support, Duty/failure to register, Failure to verify, Illegal Manufacture of Drugs, DUI, Escape, 
Resisting Arrest, Burglary, Drug Possession, Drug Trafficking, Theft, Robbery, Forgery, Passing Bad Checks, 
Carrying a Concealed Weapon, Receiving Stolen Property, Aggravated Burglary and Breaking and Entering. 

The project consists of two reports, a 25 year felony summary that compares the 1990 version of the offense 
and prison commitment data to 2014 offense and prison commitment data.  The second report is a 25 year 
felony survey that outlines the crime and sentence in 1990 and illustrates the iterations of the crime to 
current statute.   

The reports will be used by our own working committees and distributed to President Keith Faber’s 
Recodification Group and other interested parties as appropriate.   I trust the information will be useful and 
appreciate the support and collaboration of the Supreme Court of Ohio Law Library.   
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Assault ORC 2903.13 
1990 version (142 v H 642 (Eff 3-17-89)  
M1 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person F4 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person w/ 
prior conviction F3 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 1993: 
 
8 (.00% of total commitments) 
 

 
Assault ORC 2903.13 
Current version (2012 HB 62, § 1, eff. Mar. 22, 
2013; 2013 HB 59, § 101.01, eff. Sept. 29, 2013) 
M1 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person F4 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person w/ 
prior conviction F3 
By prisoner on grounds of State institution to 
employee F4 
By prisoner on grounds of local institution to 
employee or visitor F5 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of state 
institution to employee F5 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of local 
institution to employee F5 
Victim is school teacher/administrator/bus 
driver on school property or working F5 
Victim is police officer/BCI 
investigator/firefighter/EMT performing duties 
F4 
Victim is public children services 
employee/private child placement employee 
while performing duties F5 
Victim is public children services 
employee/private child placement employee 
while performing duties AND offender has prior 
violence conviction F4 
Victim is hospital health care 
worker/professional/security guard while 
performing duties M1 
Victim is hospital health care 
worker/professional/security guard while 
performing duties AND offender has previous 
conviction F5 
Victim is judge/magistrate/court personnel 
while performing duties M1 
Victim is judge/magistrate/court personnel 
while performing duties AND offender has 
previous conviction F5 
 
Number of Commitments FY 2014: 
 
161 (.80% of total commitments) 
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Domestic violence ORC 2919.25  
1990 version (142 v H 172 Eff 3-17-89) 
Threaten to cause serious physical harm to 
family/household member M4 
Knowingly/recklessly cause serious physical 
harm to family/household member M1 
Prior DV conviction F4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 1993: 
 
115 (.6% of total commitments) 
 
 

 
Domestic violence ORC 2919.25  
Current version (153 v H 10, § 1, eff. 6-17-10; 
153 v S 58, § 1, eff. 9-17-10) 
Threaten to cause serious physical harm to 
family/household member M4 
Knowingly/recklessly cause serious physical 
harm to family/household member M1 
Prior DV conviction F4 
Prior threatening section misdemeanor M2 
Two or more DV convictions F3 
Two prior threatening section misdemeanor M1 
Threaten to cause serious physical harm to 
pregnant family/household member M3 
Knowingly/recklessly cause serious physical 
harm to pregnant family/household member F5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 2014: 
 
663 (3.30% of total commitments) 
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Non-Support ORC 2919.21 
1990 version (141 v S 136 Eff 9-24-86) 
Non-support of Defendants M1 
Contributing to nonsupport of defendants M1 
Previous violation or nonpayment for 26 out of 
104 weeks F4 
 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 1993: 
 
27 (.1% of total commitments) 
 
 
 
Duty and Failure to register ORC 2950.04 and .99 
(became law 146 v. H180 Eff 7-1-97, all penalties  
for violation are listed in 2950.99 – chart below  
tracks changes to penalty section in 2950.99) 
1990 version 
Did not exist 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 1993: 
 
0 (.0% of total commitments) 

 
Non-Support ORC 2919.21 
Current (2011 HB 86, § 1, eff. Sept. 30, 2011) 
Non-support of Defendants M1 
Contributing to nonsupport of defendants M1 
Previous violation or nonpayment for 26 out of 
104 weeks F5 
Prior felony violation of section F4 
 
Number of Commitments FY 2014: 
 
342 (1.70% of total commitments) 
 
 
Duty and Failure to register ORC 2950.04 and .99 
(became law 146 v. H180 Eff 7-1-97, all penalties  
for violation are listed in 2950.99 – chart below  
tracks changes to penalty section in 2950.99) 
 
Current version (2011 HB 86, § 1, eff. Sept. 30, 2011) 
Most serious sexually oriented offense as basis for  
registration is agg. murder/murder F1 

Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense  
as basis for registration is F1-4  F1-4 (Equal to same  
degree of most serious felony that is basis for 
 registration)  
Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense  
as basis for registration is F5 or misdemeanor  
 F4 
With previous conviction, most serious sexually  
oriented offense as basis for registration is agg.  
murder/murder F1 
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/ 
child victim oriented offense as basis for registration  
is F1-3  F1-3 (Equal to same degree of most serious  
felony that is basis for registration)  
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/ 
child victim oriented offense as basis for registration  
is F4 -5  F3 
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/ 
child victim oriented offense as basis for registration 
 is misdemeanor  F4 
 
Number of Commitments FY 2014: 
 
37 (.18% of total commitments) 
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Carrying a Concealed Weapon ORC 2923.12 
1990 version (141 v H 51 Eff 7-30-86) 
 M1 
Previous conviction of CCW/offense of violence OR 
 if weapon is loaded firearm or with ammunition  
close at hand OR weapon is dangerous ordnance  
OR If weapon is firearm and violation on premise  
which D permit issued under ORC Chapter 4303 F3 
Offense committed on aircraft or with purpose to  
carry aboard aircraft, regardless of weapon F2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 1993: 
 
476 (2.4% of total commitments) 
 
 

Carrying a Concealed Weapon ORC 2923.12 
Current version (2012 HB 495, § 1, eff. Mar. 27, 2013) 
M1 
Previous conviction of CCW/offense of violence OR 
 if weapon is loaded firearm or with ammunition  
close at hand OR weapon is dangerous ordnance F4 
Offense committed on aircraft or with purpose to  
carry aboard aircraft, regardless of weapon F3 
When arrested cannot promptly produce CCW  
permit but produces within 10 days and was not  
knowingly in place described in ORC 2923.126(B)  
MM 
When arrested cannot promptly produce CCW 
 permit but produces within 45 days a license  
expired less than two years and waives right to  
speedy trial and  was not knowingly in place  
described in ORC 2923.126(B) M 
Failure to promptly inform law enforcement when  
stopped of CCW license and carrying a concealed 
handgun M1 
If law enforcement has actual knowledge person  
has been issued a CCW permit is carrying concealed  
handgun MM 
Failing to keep hands in plain sight during stop/ 
failing to comply with any lawful order of law  
enforcement during stop while carrying a concealed  
weapon F5 
Remove/attempts removal/has contact with  
concealed weapon while stopped by law 
enforcement F5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 2014: 
 
184 (.91% of total commitments) 
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Illegal manufacture of drugs or cultivation of  
marihuana ORC 2925.04 
1990 version  
Did not exist 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 1993: 
 
0 (.00% of total commitments) 
 

 
Illegal manufacture of drugs or cultivation of  
marihuana ORC 2925.04 
Current version (2012 SB 337, § 1, eff.  
Sept. 28, 2012) 
Drug involved is any compound/mixture/ 
preparation/substance on schedule I or II,  
except for methamphetamine or marihuana  
F2 
Drug involved is any compound/mixture/ 
preparation/substance on schedule I or II,  
except for methamphetamine or marihuana;  
committed near juvenile or school F1 
Drug involved is methamphetamine F2 
Drug involved is methamphetamine;  
committed near juvenile/school/public  
premise F1 
Drug involved is any compound/mixture/ 
preparation/substance on schedule III/IV/V  
F3 
Drug involved is any compound/mixture/ 
preparation/substance on schedule III/IV/V;  
committed near juvenile or school F2 
Marihuana cultivation <100g MM 
Marihuana cultivation <100g; committed near  
juvenile or school M4 
Marihuana cultivation ≥100g but <200g M4 
Marihuana cultivation ≥100g but <200g;  
committed near juvenile or school M3 
Marihuana cultivation ≥200g but <1000g F5 
Marihuana cultivation ≥200g but <1000g;  
committed near juvenile or school F4 
Marihuana cultivation ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Marihuana cultivation ≥1000g but <5000g;  
committed near juvenile or school F2 
Marihuana cultivation ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Marihuana cultivation ≥5000g but <20000g;  
committed near juvenile or school F2 
Marihuana cultivation ≥20000g F2 
Marihuana cultivation ≥20000g; committed  
near juvenile or school F1 
 
 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 2014: 
 
796 (3.96% of total commitments) 
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DUI ORC 4511.19 
1990 version (143 v S 131 Eff 7-25-90; 143 v H 837  
Eff 7-25-90) 
Within five years no previous conviction M1 
Within five years of prior conviction for offense or  
similar offense M1 
Within five years of prior conviction two offenses  
or similar offenses IMPRISONMENT 
Within five years of prior conviction 3 or more  
offenses or similar offenses IMPRISONMENT 
 
 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 1993: 
 
20 (.1% of total commitments) 
 
 
 
 
 
Escape ORC 2921.34 (this section contains  
provisions that apply to minors which have been  
omitted) 
1990 version (134 v H 511 Eff 1-1-74) 
F4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 1993: 
 
98 (.5% of total commitments) 

DUI ORC 4511.19 
Current version (2013 HB 59, § 101.01, eff. Sept. 29, 2013) 
M1 
Within six years of prior conviction for offense or similar  
offense M1 
Within six years of prior conviction two offenses or similar  
offenses M 
Within six years of prior conviction 3-4 offenses or similar  
offenses OR within twenty years 5 or more convictions F4 
If previous conviction for offense was felony regardless of  
time F3 
If under 21, M4 
If under 21, within prior year of prior conviction for offense or  
similar offense M3 
 
Number of Commitments FY 2014: 
 
350 (1.74% of total commitments) 
 
 
 
Escape ORC 2921.34 (this section contains  
provisions that apply to minors which have been  
omitted) 
Current version (2011 HB 86, § 1, eff. Sept. 30, 2011) 
Under detention, most serious offense agg. murder/murder/ 
F1/F2 F2 
Under detention, most serious offense F3/F4/F5/unclassified  
felony F3 
Under detention, most serious offense misdemeanor F5 
Person found not guilty by reason of insanity and detention  
consists of hospitalization/institutionalization/ 
confinement in facility F5 
Under detention, most serious offense misdemeanor and fails  
to return at specified time following temporary leave granted  
for specific purpose/limited period/sentence in intermittent  
confinement M1 
Under supervised release detention F5 
Under supervised release detention, most serious offense  
agg. murder/murder/any offense with life sentence  
imposed/F1/F2 F4 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 2014: 
 
193 (.96% of total commitments) 
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Resisting arrest ORC 2921.33 
1990 version (134 v H 511 Eff 1-1-74) 
M2  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 1993: 
 
154 (.8% of total commitments) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Burglary ORC 2911.12 
1990 version (139 v S 199 Eff 7-1-83; 143 v H 837  
Eff 7-3-90) 
Trespass in occupied structure with purpose to  
commit theft or felony offense F2 
Trespass in habitation when person is present or  
likely to be present with purpose to commit  
misdemeanor that is not theft offense F3 
Trespass in habitation when person is present or  
likely to be present F4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 1993: 
 
953 (4.7% of total commitments) 
 

 
 
Resisting arrest ORC 2921.33 
Current (147 v H 151 Eff 9-16-97) 
Arrest of person or other M2 
While resisting cause physical harm to law  
enforcement M1 
While resisting uses or brandish deadly  
weapon F4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 2014: 
 
360 (1.79% of total commitments) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Burglary ORC 2911.12 
Current version (2011 HB 86, § 1, eff.  
Sept. 30, 2011) 
Trespass in occupied structure where person is  
present or likely to be present to commit 
criminal offense F2 
Trespass in occupied structure to commit  
criminal offense F3 
Trespass in habitation where person is present  
or likely to be present F4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 2014: 
 
2081 (10.34% of total commitments) 
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Drug Possession (formerly Abuse) ORC 2925.11 
1990 version (138 v S 184, § 5 Eff 6-20-8); 143 v  
S 258 Eff 11-20-90)  
Drug abuse schedule I or II substance(except  
marihuana) F4 
Drug abuse schedule I or II substance(except  
marihuana) AND prior drug abuse offense F3 
Drug abuse drugs schedule III, IV or V substance 
(except anabolic steroids) M3 
Drug abuse drugs schedule III, IV or V substance 
(except anabolic steroids) AND prior drug abuse  
Offense M2 
Drug abuse marihuana M4 
Drug abuse marihuana <100g or <5g marihuana  
resin or <1g liquid resin MM 
Drug abuse anabolic steroid in schedule III M3 
Drug abuse anabolic steroid in schedule III AND  
prior drug abuse offense M2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Drug Possession (formerly Abuse) ORC 2925.11 
Current version (2012 HB 334, § 1, eff. Dec. 20, 2012) 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except  
marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish & 
controlled substance analog) F5 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except  
marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish & 
controlled substance analog) ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk  
amount F3 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except  
marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish & 
controlled substance analog) ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk  
amount F2 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except  
marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish & 
controlled substance analog) ≥50Xbulk amount but <100X bulk  
amount F1 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except  
marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish & 
controlled substance analog) ≥100Xbulk amount F1 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance M1 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance with prior drug abuse  
offense F5 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X  
bulk amount F4 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but  
<50X bulk amount F3 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥50Xbulk amount F2 
Possession of marihuana MM 
Possession of marihuana  ≥100g but <200g M4 
Possession of marihuana ≥200g but <1000g F5 
Possession of marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Possession of marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Possession of marihuana ≥20000g but <40000g F2 
Possession of marihuana ≥40000g F2 
Possession of cocaine F5 
Possession of cocaine ≥5g but <10g F4 
Possession of cocaine ≥10g but <20g F3 
Possession of cocaine ≥10g but <20g AND two or more felony  
drug abuse offenses F3 
Possession of cocaine ≥20g but <27g F2 
Possession of cocaine ≥27g but <100g F1 
Possession of cocaine ≥100g F1 
Possession of LSD F5 
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Possession of LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g  
but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F4 
Possession of LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g  
but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F3 
Possession of LSD≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid  
form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F2 
Possession of LSD ≥1000 but <5000 unit doses solid 
form OR ≥100g but <500g liquid concentrate/extract 
/distillate form F1 
Possession of LSD ≥5000 unit doses solid form OR  
≥500g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F1 
Possession of heroin  F5 
Possession of heroin ≥10 but <50 unit doses OR ≥1g  
but <5g F4 
Possession of heroin ≥50 but <100 unit doses OR  
≥5g but <10g F3 
Possession of heroin ≥100 but <500 unit doses OR  
≥10g but <50g F2 
Possession of heroin ≥500 but <2500 unit doses OR 
 ≥50g but <250g F1 
Possession of heroin ≥2500 OR ≥250g F1 
Possession of hashish MM 
Possession of hashish ≥5g but <10g solid form OR  
≥1g but <2g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form M4 
Possession of hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR 
 ≥2g but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F5 
Possession of hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form  
OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F3 
Possession of hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form  
OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Possession of hashish≥1000g but <2000g solid form  
OR ≥200g but <400g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form  F2 
Possession of hashish ≥2000g solid form OR ≥400g  
liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F2 
Possession of controlled substance analog F5 
Possession of controlled substance analog ≥10g but  
<20g F4 
Possession of controlled substance analog ≥20g but  
<30g F3 
Possession of controlled substance analog ≥30g but  
<40g F2 
Possession of controlled substance analog ≥40g but  
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Number of Commitments FY 1993: 
 
2309 (11.4% of total commitments) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
<50g F1 
Possession of controlled substance analog ≥50g  F1 
Number of Commitments FY 2014: 
 
2363 (11.74% of total commitments) 
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Drug Trafficking ORC 2925.03 
1990 version (141 v S 67 Eff 8-29-86; 143 v H 215  
Eff 4-11-90; 143 v H 261 Eff 7-18-90; 143 v H 266  
Eff 9-6-90; 143 v S 258 Eff 11-20-90) 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance 
(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance 
(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell AND in 1000ft. 
school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous  
felony drug abuse offense F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance 
(except marihuana) with belief of resale F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance 
(except marihuana) with belief of resale AND  
previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance 
(except marihuana) production F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance 
(except marihuana) production AND previous felony 
drug abuse offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance 
(except marihuana) possession ≥bulk amount but  
 <3X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance 
(except marihuana) possession ≥bulk amount but  
<3X bulk amount AND previous felony drug abuse  
offense F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance 
(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount  
<3X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance 
(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount  
<3X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance 
(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount  
<3X bulk amount AND in 1000ft. school premise or  
100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse  
offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance 
(except marihuana) possession ≥3Xbulk amount but  
 <100X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance 
(except marihuana) possession ≥3Xbulk amount but  
<100X bulk amount AND previous felony drug  
abuse offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance 

(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥3Xbulk amount  
<100X bulk amount F1 
Drug Trafficking ORC 2925.03 
Current version (2013 HB 59, § 101.01, eff. Sept. 29, 2013) 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except  
marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) F4 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance( 
except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except  
marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) ≥bulk amount but <5X  
bulk amount F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except  
marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) and offender has 2 or  
more felony drug abuse offenses F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except  
marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) ≥bulk amount but <5X  
bulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except  
marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) ≥5X bulk amount but  
<50X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except  
marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) ≥5X bulk amount but  
<50X bulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except  
marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) ≥50X bulk amount but  
<100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except  
marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) ≥100X bulk F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance F5 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance in  
vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance  
≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance  
≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount in vicinity of 
school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance  
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≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance  
≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount in vicinity of  
school/juvenile F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance 
(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥3Xbulk amount  
<100X bulk amount AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft.  
of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance 
(except marihuana) providing another with  
money/items of value so they can obtain substance  
to sell or produce F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance 
(except marihuana) providing another with  
money/items of value so they can obtain substance  
to sell or produce with previous drug abuse offense  
F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance 
(except marihuana) possession ≥100X bulk amount  
F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance 
(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥100X bulk  
amount F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance 
(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥100X bulk  
amount AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. 
 of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance  
sell/offer to sell F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance  
sell/offer to sell AND in 1000ft. school premise or  
100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse  
offense F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance  
with belief  
of resale to sell F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance  
with belief  
of resale to sell AND previous felony drug  
abuse offense F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance  
production F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance  
production AND previous felony drug abuse  
offense F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance  

possession ≥bulk amount but <3X bulk amount F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance  
possession ≥bulk amount but <3X bulk amount AND  
previous felony drug abuse offense F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance  
sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount <3X bulk amount F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance  
≥50Xbulk amount F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance  
≥50Xbulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in marihuana F5 
Trafficking in marihuana in vicinity of school/ 
juvenile F4 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥200g but <1000g F4 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥200g but <1000g in 
 vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g in 
 vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g in  
vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥20000g but <40000g F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥20000g but <40000g in  
vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥40000g F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥40000g in vicinity of  
school/juvenile F1 
Gift involving 20g or less, first offense MM 
Gift involving 20g or less, subsequent offenses M3 
Gift involving 20g or less in vicinity of school/ 
juvenile M3 
Trafficking in cocaine F5 
Trafficking in cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥5g but <10g F4 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥5g but <10g in vicinity  
of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥10g but <20g F3 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥10g but <20g, with two  
or more felony drug offenses F3 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥10g but <20g in vicinity 
 of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥20g but <27g F2 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥20g but <27g in vicinity  
of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥27g but <100g F1 
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Trafficking in cocaine ≥100g F1 
Trafficking in LSD F5 
Trafficking in LSD in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid  
form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F4 
Trafficking in LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form  
OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance  
sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount <3X bulk amount AND  
in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or  
previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance  
possession ≥3X bulk amount F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance  
possession ≥3X bulk amount AND previous felony  
drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance  
sell/offer to sell ≥3X bulk amount F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance  
sell/offer to sell ≥3X bulk amount AND in 1000ft.  
school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous  
felony drug abuse offense F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance  
providing another with money/items of value so  
they can obtain substance to sell or produce F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance  
providing another with money/items of value so  
they can obtain substance to sell or produce AND  
previous felony drug abuse offense F1 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell F4 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell AND in  
1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or  
previous felony drug abuse offense F3 
Trafficking in marihuana with belief of resale or  
productions or possession ≥bulk amount but <3X  
bulk amount F4 
Trafficking in marihuana with belief of resale or  
productions or possession ≥bulk amount but <3X  
bulk amount AND previous felony drug abuse  
offense F3 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell ≥bulk  
amount <3X bulk F3 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell ≥bulk  
amount <3X bulk F3 AND in 1000ft. school premise  
or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse  

offense F2 
Trafficking in marihuana possession ≥3X bulk  
amount F3 
Trafficking in marihuana possession ≥3X bulk  
amount AND previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell ≥3X bulk  
amount F2 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell ≥3X bulk  
amount AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of  
juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
form in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form  
OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Trafficking in LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form  
OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in LSD ≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form  
OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F2 
Trafficking in LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form  
OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form, with two or more felony drug F3 
Trafficking in LSD ≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form  
OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in LSD ≥1000 but <5000 unit doses solid  
form OR ≥100g but <500g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F1 
Trafficking in LSD ≥5000 unit doses solid form OR 
 ≥500g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F1 
Trafficking in heroin F5 
Trafficking in heroin in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in heroin ≥10 unit doses but <50 unit  
doses OR ≥1g but <5g F4 
Trafficking in heroin ≥10 unit doses but <50 unit  
doses OR ≥1g but <5g in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in heroin ≥50 unit doses but <100 unit  
doses OR ≥5g but <10g F3 
Trafficking in heroin ≥50 unit doses but <100 unit  
doses OR ≥5g but <10g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in heroin ≥100 unit doses but <500 unit  
doses OR ≥10g but <50g F2 
Trafficking in heroin ≥100 unit doses but <500 unit  
doses OR ≥10g but <50g in vicinity of school/juvenile  
F1 
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Trafficking in heroin ≥500 unit doses but <2500 unit  
doses OR ≥50g but <250g F1 
Trafficking in heroin ≥2500 unit doses OR ≥250g F1 
Trafficking in hashish F5 
Trafficking in hashish in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR 
 ≥2 but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form  
F4 
Trafficking in hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form  
OR ≥2 but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥50g but <250g solid  
Trafficking in marihuana providing another with  
money/items of value so they can obtain substance  
to sell or produce F2 
Trafficking in marihuana providing another with  
money/items of value so they can obtain substance  
to sell or produce AND previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Gift involving 20g or less, first offense MM 
Gift involving 20g or less, subsequent offenses M3 
Gift involving 20g or less in 1000ft. school premise  
or 100 ft. of juvenile M3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 1993: 
 
3865 (19.1% of total commitments) 
 
 

form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form  
OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in  
vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid  
form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/ 
extract/distillate form F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid  
form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract 
/distillate in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥1000g but <2000g solid  
form OR ≥200g but <400g liquid concentrate/ 
extract/distillate form F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥1000g but <2000g solid 
 form OR ≥200g but <400g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in hashish ≥2000g solid form OR 
 ≥400g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥2000g solid form OR 
 ≥400g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in  
vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog  F5 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog  
in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog  ≥10g  
 but <20g F4 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog ≥10g   
but <20g  in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog  ≥20g   
but <30g F3 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog ≥20g   
but <30g  in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog  ≥30g   
but <40g F2 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog ≥30g   
but <40g  in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog  ≥40g   
but <50g F1 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog  
 ≥50g F1 
Number of Commitments FY 2014: 
 
1971 (9.80% of total commitments) 
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Theft ORC 2913.02 
1990 version (141 v H 49 (Eff 6-26-86);143 v H  
347 (Eff 7-18-90); 143 v S 258 (Eff 11-20-90) 
less than $300 M1 
$300 or more, less than $5000 or listed ORC  
2913.71 or with prior theft offense F4 
$5000 or more, less than $100,000 or with two  
or more prior theft offenses F3 
$100,000 or more F2 
Dangerous drugs F4 
Dangerous drugs with prior felony drug abuse  
conviction  F3 
motor vehicle F3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 1993: 
 
2926 (14.5% of total commitments) 
 
 

 
 
Theft ORC 2913.02 
Current version (2014 HB 488, § 1, eff. 
Sept. 16, 2014) 
less than $1,000 M1 
$1,000 or more, less than $7,500 or listed ORC  
2913.71 F5 
$7,500 or more, less than $150,000 F4 
$150,000 or more, less than $750,000 F3 
$750,000 or more, less than $1,500,000 F2 
$1,500,000 or more F1 
Dangerous drugs F4 
Dangerous drugs with prior felony drug abuse  
conviction  F3 
firearm or dangerous ordnance F3 
firearm  or dangerous ordnance from  
dealer F1 
person in protected class or active duty service 
 member/spouse less than $1,000 F5 
person in protected class or active duty service  
member/spouse $1,000 or more, less than  
$7,500 F4 
person in protected class or active duty service  
member/spouse $7,500 or more, less than  
$37,500 F3 
person in protected class or active duty service  
member/spouse $37,500 or more, less than  
$150,000 F2 
person in protected class or active duty service  
member/spouse $150,000 or more F1 
gasoline driver’s license sanction for  
“gas and go” retail offense  
motor vehicle F4 
police dog/horse or assistance animal F3 
anhydrous ammonia F3 
special purpose article/bulk merchandise  
container F5 
 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 2014: 
 
1340 (6.66% of total commitments) 
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Robbery ORC 2911.02 
1990 version 139 v S 199 (Eff 7-1-83) 
F2 
 
 
 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 1993: 
 
929 (4.6% of total commitments) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Forgery ORC 2913.31 
1990 version (134 v H 511 Eff 1-1-74) 
F4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 1993: 
 
404 (2.0% of total commitments) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Robbery ORC 2911.02 
Current version (146 v S 2 (Eff 7-1-96);  
146 v S 269. Eff 7-1-96) 
With deadly weapon under offender control  
OR inflict/attempt to inflict/threaten physical  
harm F2 
Use or threaten immediate use of force F3 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 2014: 
 
952 (4.73% of total commitments) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Forgery ORC 2913.31 
Current version (2011 HB 86, § 1, eff.  
Sept. 30, 2011) 
loss value under $7,500 F5 
loss value between $7,500 and $150,000, F4 
loss value over $150,000, F3 
identification cards, offenses involving  M1 
victim elderly person or disabled adult less  
than $1,000  F5 
victim elderly person or disabled adult $1,000  
or more and less than $7,500 F4 
victim elderly person or disabled adult $7,500  
or more and less than $37,500 F3 
victim elderly person or disabled adult $37,500  
or more F2 
 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 2014: 
 
313 (1.56% of total commitments) 
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Passing Bad Checks ORC 2913.11 
1990 version (141 v H 49 (Eff 6-26-86); 143 v  
H 711 (Eff 10-16-90) 
Value under $300 M1 
Value of $300 but less than $5000 OR with  
previous theft conviction F4 
Value of $5000 but less than $100,000 OR with  
two or more previous theft convictions F3 
Value of $100,000 or more F2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 1993: 
 
172 (0.9% of total commitments) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Passing Bad Checks ORC 2913.11 
Current version (2011 HB 86, § 1, eff.  
Sept. 30, 2011) 
value under $1,000 M1 
value of $1,000 but under $7,500 to single  
vendor/person OR value of $1,500 but under  
$7,500 to multiple vendors/people F5 
value of $7,500 but under $150,000 F4 
value of $150,000 or more, F3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 2014: 
 
33 (.16% of total commitments) 
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Receiving Stolen Property ORC 2913.51 
1990 version (141 v H 49 Eff 6-26-86) 
Value less than $300  M1 
Value of $300 or more but less than $5000,  
or special property of R.C. 2913.71, or prior  
theft conviction F4 
value of $5,500 or more but less than  
$100,000; or motor vehicle; or two prior  
theft offenses F3 
value of $100,000 or more, F2 
 
 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 1993: 
 
1404 (7.0% of total commitments) 
 
 
 
Aggravated Burglary ORC 2911.11 
1990 version (140 v S 210 Eff 7-1-83)  
F1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 1993: 
 
513 (2.5% of total commitments) 
 
 
 
 
Breaking and Entering ORC 2911.13 
1990 version (134 v H 511 Eff 1-1-74) 
F4 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 1993: 
 
724 (3.6% of total commitments) 
 

 
Receiving Stolen Property ORC 2913.51 
Current version (2013 HB 51, § 101.01,  
eff. July 1, 2013) 
value less than $1,000 M1  
value of $1,000 or more but less than $7,500,  
or special property of R.C. § 2913.71 F5  
value of $7,500 or more and is special purchase  
article or bulk merchandise container F5 
value of $7,500 or more but less than $150,000;  
or motor vehicle; or dangerous drug; or firearm 
or dangerous ordnance F4  
value of $150,000 or more, F3 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 2014: 
 
693 (3.44% of total commitments) 
 
 
 
 
Aggravated Burglary ORC 2911.11 
Current version (146 v S 2 (Eff 7-1-96);  
146 v S 269. Eff 7-1-96) 
F1 
 
 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 2014: 
 
171 (.85% of total commitments) 
 
 
 
 
Breaking and Entering ORC 2911.13 
Current version (146 v S 2. Eff 7-1-96) 
F5 
 
 
Number of Commitments FY 2014: 
 
570 (2.83% of total commitments) 
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1. Assault ORC 2903.13 
1990 version (142 v H 642 (Eff 3-17-89)  
M1 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person F4 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person w/ prior conviction F3 
 
1993 version (144 v H 561 (Eff 4-9-93) 
M1 
By prisoner on grounds of institution to employee or visitor F4 
By prisoner off the grounds of institution to employee or visitor F4 
 
1994 version (145 v S 116 (Eff 9-29-94); 145 v H 571 (Eff 10-6-94) 
M1 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person F4 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person w/ prior conviction F3 
By prisoner on grounds of State institution to employee or visitor F4 
By prisoner on grounds of local institution to employee or visitor F4 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of state institution to employee F4 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of local institution to employee F4 
Victim is police officer/firefighter/EMT performing duties F4 
 
1996 version 146 v H 614 (Eff 6-16-96); 146 v S 2 (Eff 7-1-96); 146 v S 239 (Eff 9-6-96); 146 v H 480 (Eff 10-
16-96) 
M1 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person F4 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person w/ prior conviction F3 
By prisoner on grounds of State institution to employee or visitor F5 
By prisoner on grounds of local institution to employee or visitor F5 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of state institution to employee F5 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of local institution to employee F5 
Victim is police officer/firefighter/EMT performing duties F4 
 
1997 version (147 v H 106 (Eff 11-21-97) 
M1 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person F4 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person w/ prior conviction F3 
By prisoner on grounds of State institution to employee or visitor F5 
By prisoner on grounds of local institution to employee or visitor F5 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of state institution to employee F5 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of local institution to employee F5 
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Assault continued: 
Victim is school teacher/administrator/bus driver on school property or working F5 
Victim is police officer/firefighter/EMT performing duties F4 
 
1998 version (147 v S 111 (Eff 3-17-98) 
M1 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person F4 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person w/ prior conviction F3 
By prisoner on grounds of State institution to employee or visitor F5 
By prisoner on grounds of local institution to employee or visitor F5 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of state institution to employee F5 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of local institution to employee F5 
Victim is school teacher/administrator/bus driver on school property or working F5 
Victim is police officer/firefighter/EMT performing duties F4 
 
1999 version (148 v S 1 (Eff 8-6-99) 
M1 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person F4 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person w/ prior conviction F3 
By prisoner on grounds of State institution to employee or visitor F5 
By prisoner on grounds of local institution to employee or visitor F5 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of state institution to employee F5 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of local institution to employee F5 
Victim is school teacher/administrator/bus driver on school property or working F5 
Victim is police officer/firefighter/EMT performing duties F4 
 
2000 version (148 v S 142 (Eff 2-3-2000) 
M1 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person F4 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person w/ prior conviction F3 
By prisoner on grounds of State institution to employee or visitor F5 
By prisoner on grounds of local institution to employee or visitor F5 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of state institution to employee F5 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of local institution to employee F5 
Victim is school teacher/administrator/bus driver on school property or working F5 
Victim is police officer/firefighter/EMT performing duties F4 
 
2001 version 148 v H 412. (Eff 4-10-2001) 
M1 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person F4 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person w/ prior conviction F3 
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Assault continued: 
By prisoner on grounds of State institution to employee or visitor F5 
By prisoner on grounds of local institution to employee or visitor F5 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of state institution to employee F5 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of local institution to employee F5 
Victim is school teacher/administrator/bus driver on school property or working F5 
Victim is police officer/firefighter/EMT performing duties F4 
Victim is public children services employee/private child placement employee while performing duties F5 
Victim is public children services employee/private child placement employee while performing duties 
AND offender has prior violence conviction F4 
 
2004 version (149 v H 490, § 1, eff. 1-1-04) 
M1 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person F4 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person w/ prior conviction F3 
By prisoner on grounds of State institution to employee or visitor F5 
By prisoner on grounds of local institution to employee or visitor F5 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of state institution to employee F5 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of local institution to employee F5 
Victim is school teacher/administrator/bus driver on school property or working F5 
Victim is police officer/BCI investigator/firefighter/EMT performing duties F4 
Victim is public children services employee/private child placement employee while performing duties F5 
Victim is public children services employee/private child placement employee while performing duties 
AND offender has prior violence conviction F4 
 
2007 version (151 v H 347, § 1, eff. 3-14-07) 
M1 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person F4 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person w/ prior conviction F3 
By prisoner on grounds of State institution to employee or visitor F5 
By prisoner on grounds of local institution to employee or visitor F5 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of state institution to employee F5 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of local institution to employee F5 
Victim is school teacher/administrator/bus driver on school property or working F5 
Victim is police officer/BCI investigator/firefighter/EMT performing duties F4 
Victim is public children services employee/private child placement employee while performing duties F5 
Victim is public children services employee/private child placement employee while performing duties 
AND offender has prior violence conviction F4 
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Assault continued: 
 
2009 version (152 v H 280, § 1, eff. 4-7-09) 
M1 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person F4 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person w/ prior conviction F3 
By prisoner on grounds of State institution to employee or visitor F5 
By prisoner on grounds of local institution to employee or visitor F5 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of state institution to employee F5 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of local institution to employee F5 
Victim is school teacher/administrator/bus driver on school property or working F5 
Victim is police officer/BCI investigator/firefighter/EMT performing duties F4 
Victim is public children services employee/private child placement employee while performing duties F5 
Victim is public children services employee/private child placement employee while performing duties 
AND offender has prior violence conviction F4 
 
2011 version (2011 HB 86, § 1, eff. Sept. 30, 2011) 
M1 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person F4 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person w/ prior conviction F3 
By prisoner on grounds of State institution to employee or visitor F5 
By prisoner on grounds of local institution to employee or visitor F5 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of state institution to employee F5 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of local institution to employee F5 
Victim is school teacher/administrator/bus driver on school property or working F5 
Victim is police officer/BCI investigator/firefighter/EMT performing duties F4 
Victim is public children services employee/private child placement employee while performing duties F5 
Victim is public children services employee/private child placement employee while performing duties 
AND offender has prior violence conviction F4 
  
2012 version (2012 HB 525, § 1, eff. Oct. 1, 2012) 
M1 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person F4 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person w/ prior conviction F3 
By prisoner on grounds of State institution to employee or visitor F5 
By prisoner on grounds of local institution to employee or visitor F5 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of state institution to employee F5 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of local institution to employee F5 
Victim is school teacher/administrator/bus driver on school property or working F5 
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Assault continued: 
Victim is police officer/BCI investigator/firefighter/EMT performing duties F4 
Victim is public children services employee/private child placement employee while performing duties F5 
Victim is public children services employee/private child placement employee while performing duties 
AND offender has prior violence conviction F4 
 
Current version (2012 HB 62, § 1, eff. Mar. 22, 2013; 2013 HB 59, § 101.01, eff. Sept. 29, 2013) 
M1 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person F4 
By caretaker of functionally impaired person w/ prior conviction F3 
By prisoner on grounds of State institution to employee F4 
By prisoner on grounds of local institution to employee or visitor F5 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of state institution to employee F5 
By prisoner/parolee off the grounds of local institution to employee F5 
Victim is school teacher/administrator/bus driver on school property or working F5 
Victim is police officer/BCI investigator/firefighter/EMT performing duties F4 
Victim is public children services employee/private child placement employee while performing duties F5 
Victim is public children services employee/private child placement employee while performing duties 
AND offender has prior violence conviction F4 
Victim is hospital health care worker/professional/security guard while performing duties M1 
Victim is hospital health care worker/professional/security guard while performing duties AND offender 
has previous conviction F5 
Victim is judge/magistrate/court personnel while performing duties M1 
Victim is judge/magistrate/court personnel while performing duties AND offender has previous 
conviction F5 
 
 
2. Domestic violence ORC 2919.25  
1990 version (142 v H 172 Eff 3-17-89) 
Threaten to cause serious physical harm to family/household member M4 
Knowingly/recklessly cause serious physical harm to family/household member M1 
Prior DV conviction F4 
 
1991 version (143 v S 3 Eff 4-11-91) 
Threaten to cause serious physical harm to family/household member M4 
Knowingly/recklessly cause serious physical harm to family/household member M1 
Prior DV conviction F4 
Prior threatening section misdemeanor M3 
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Domestic Violence continued:  
1992 version (144 v H 536 Eff 11-5-92) 
Threaten to cause serious physical harm to family/household member M4 
Knowingly/recklessly cause serious physical harm to family/household member M1 
Prior DV conviction F4 
Prior threatening section misdemeanor M3 
 
1994 version (145 v H 335 Eff 12-9-94) 
Threaten to cause serious physical harm to family/household member M4 
Knowingly/recklessly cause serious physical harm to family/household member M1 
Prior DV conviction F4 
Prior threatening section misdemeanor M3 
 
1996 version 146 v S 2 (Eff 7-1-96) 
Threaten to cause serious physical harm to family/household member M4 
Knowingly/recklessly cause serious physical harm to family/household member M1 
Prior DV conviction F5 
Prior threatening section misdemeanor M3 
 
1997 version (147 v S 1 (Eff 10-21-97); 147 v H 238 (Eff 11-5-97) 
Threaten to cause serious physical harm to family/household member M4 
Knowingly/recklessly cause serious physical harm to family/household member M1 
Prior DV conviction F5 
Prior threatening section misdemeanor M3 
 
2002 version (149 v H 327 Eff 7-8-2002) 
Threaten to cause serious physical harm to family/household member M4 
Knowingly/recklessly cause serious physical harm to family/household member M1 
Prior DV conviction F5 
Prior threatening section misdemeanor M3 
 
2003 version (149 v H 548. Eff 3-31-2003) 
Threaten to cause serious physical harm to family/household member M4 
Knowingly/recklessly cause serious physical harm to family/household member M1 
Prior DV conviction F5 
Prior threatening section misdemeanor M3 
 
2004 version (150 v S 50, § 1, eff. 1-8-04) 
Threaten to cause serious physical harm to family/household member M4 
Knowingly/recklessly cause serious physical harm to family/household member M1 
Prior DV conviction F4 
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Domestic Violence continued: 
 
Prior threatening section misdemeanor M2 
Two or more DV convictions F3 
Two prior threatening section misdemeanor M1 
 
2009 version (152 v H 280, § 1, eff. 4-7-09) 
Threaten to cause serious physical harm to family/household member M4 
Knowingly/recklessly cause serious physical harm to family/household member M1 
Prior DV conviction F4 
Prior threatening section misdemeanor M2 
Two or more DV convictions F3 
Two prior threatening section misdemeanor M1 
Threaten to cause serious physical harm to pregnant family/household member M3 
Knowingly/recklessly cause serious physical harm to pregnant family/household member F5 
 
Current version (153 v H 10, § 1, eff. 6-17-10; 153 v S 58, § 1, eff. 9-17-10) 
Threaten to cause serious physical harm to family/household member M4 
Knowingly/recklessly cause serious physical harm to family/household member M1 
Prior DV conviction F4 
Prior threatening section misdemeanor M2 
Two or more DV convictions F3 
Two prior threatening section misdemeanor M1 
Threaten to cause serious physical harm to pregnant family/household member M3 
Knowingly/recklessly cause serious physical harm to pregnant family/household member F5 
 
3. Non-Support ORC 2919.21 
1990 version (141 v S 136 Eff 9-24-86) 
Non-support of Defendants M1 
Contributing to nonsupport of defendants M1 
Previous violation or nonpayment for 26 out of 104 weeks F4 
 
1996 version (146 v S 2 (Eff 7-1-96); 146 v S 269 (Eff 7-1-96); 146 v H 274, §§ 1, 4 (Eff 8-8-96) 
Non-support of Defendants M1 
Contributing to nonsupport of defendants M1 
Previous violation or nonpayment for 26 out of 104 weeks F5 
Prior felony violation of section F4 
 
1998 version (147 v H 352. Eff 1-1-98) 
Non-support of Defendants M1 
Contributing to nonsupport of defendants M1 
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Non-Support continued: 
 
Previous violation or nonpayment for 26 out of 104 weeks F5 
Prior felony violation of section F4 
 
Current (2011 HB 86, § 1, eff. Sept. 30, 2011) 
Non-support of Defendants M1 
Contributing to nonsupport of defendants M1 
Previous violation or nonpayment for 26 out of 104 weeks F5 
Prior felony violation of section F4 
 
4. Duty and Failure to register ORC 2950.04 and .99(became law 146 v. H180 Eff 7-1-97, all    
are listed in 2950.99 – chart below tracks changes to penalty section in 2950.99) 
1990 version 
Did not exist 
 
1997 version 146 v H 180 (Eff 7-1-97) 
Most serious sexually oriented offense as basis for registration is felony F5 
Most serious sexually oriented offense as basis for registration is misdemeanor  M1 
 
2002 version (149 v S 3. Eff 1-1-2002) 
Most serious sexually oriented offense as basis for registration is felony F5 
Most serious sexually oriented offense as basis for registration is misdemeanor  M1 
 
2003 version (150 v S 5, § 1, Eff 7-31-03) 
Most serious sexually/ child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is agg. murder/murder or F1-3 
 F3 
Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is F4-5 or misdemeanor   
F4-5 or misdemeanor (Equal to same degree of most serious felony/misdemeanor that is basis for  
registration)  
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/ child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is  
agg. murder/murder or F1-4 F3 
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is  
F5  F4  
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is  
M1  F5 
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is  
MM-M2  M5-M1 (One degree higher than the most serious misdemeanor that is basis for registration) 
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Duty and Failure to Register continued: 
2004 version (149 v H 490, § 1, eff. 1-1-04; 150 v S 5, § 3, eff. 1-1-04) 
Most serious sexually/ child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is agg. murder/murder or F1-3 
F3 
Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is F4-5 or misdemeanor   
F4-5 or misdemeanor (Equal to same degree of most serious felony/misdemeanor that is basis for  
registration)  
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/ child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is  
agg. murder/murder or F1-4 F3 
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is  
F5  F4  
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is  
M1  F5 
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is  
MM-M2  M5-M1 (One degree higher than the most serious misdemeanor that is basis for registration) 
 
2005 version (150 v H 473, § 1, eff. 4-29-05) 
Most serious sexually/ child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is agg. murder/murder or F1-3 
 F3 
Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is F4-5 or misdemeanor   
F4-5 or misdemeanor (Equal to same degree of most serious felony/misdemeanor that is basis for  
registration)  
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/ child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is  
agg. murder/murder or F1-4 F3 
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is  
F5  F4  
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is  
M1  F5 
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is  
MM-M2  M5-M1 (One degree higher than the most serious misdemeanor that is basis for registration) 
 
2008 version (152 v S 97, § 1, eff. 1-1-08) 
Most serious sexually oriented offense as basis for registration is agg. murder/murder F1 
Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is F1-4  F1-4 (Equal to same  
degree of most serious felony that is basis for registration)  
Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is F5 or misdemeanor  F4 
With previous conviction, most serious sexually oriented offense as basis for registration is agg. murder/ 
murder F1 
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is  
F1-3  F1-3 (Equal to same degree of most serious felony that is basis for registration)  
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Duty and Failure to Register continued: 
 
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is  
F4 -5  F3 
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is  
misdemeanor  F4 
 
Current version (2011 HB 86, § 1, eff. Sept. 30, 2011) 
Most serious sexually oriented offense as basis for registration is agg. murder/murder F1 
Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is F1-4  F1-4 (Equal to same  
degree of most serious felony that is basis for registration)  
Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is F5 or misdemeanor  F4 
With previous conviction, most serious sexually oriented offense as basis for registration is agg. murder/ 
murder F1 
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is  
F1-3  F1-3 (Equal to same degree of most serious felony that is basis for registration)  
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is  
F4 -5  F3 
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for registration is  
misdemeanor  F4 
 
5. Carrying a Concealed Weapon ORC 2923.12 
1990 version (141 v H 51 Eff 7-30-86) 
 M1 
Previous conviction of CCW/offense of violence OR if weapon is loaded firearm or with ammunition  
close at hand OR weapon is dangerous ordnance OR If weapon is firearm and violation on premise which  
D permit issued under ORC Chapter 4303 F3 
Offense committed on aircraft or with purpose to carry aboard aircraft, regardless of weapon F2 
 
1996 version (146 v S 2. Eff 7-1-96) 
M1 
Previous conviction of CCW/offense of violence OR if weapon is loaded firearm or with ammunition  
close at hand OR weapon is dangerous ordnance F4 
If weapon is firearm and violation on premise which D permit issued under ORC Chapter 4303 OR 
Offense committed on aircraft or with purpose to carry aboard aircraft, regardless of weapon F3 
 
2004 version (150 v H 12, § 1, eff. 4-8-04) 
M1 
Previous conviction of CCW/offense of violence OR if weapon is loaded firearm or with ammunition  
close at hand OR weapon is dangerous ordnance F4 
If weapon is firearm and violation on premise which D permit issued under ORC Chapter 4303 OR 

https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=6fc4bd4f-61ad-4735-a8e0-a59f8c8d1c94&pdsearchterms=orc+2923.12&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A5&pdpsf=&ecomp=Jk1fk&prid=4151a6cb-5bd5-4d18-b747-0ef67475885b
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=6fc4bd4f-61ad-4735-a8e0-a59f8c8d1c94&pdsearchterms=orc+2923.12&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A5&pdpsf=&ecomp=Jk1fk&prid=4151a6cb-5bd5-4d18-b747-0ef67475885b
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Carrying Concealed Weapon continued: 
Offense committed on aircraft or with purpose to carry aboard aircraft, regardless of weapon F3 
When arrested cannot promptly produce CCW permit but produces within 10 days and  was not knowingly 
in place described in ORC 2923.126(B) MM 
When arrested cannot promptly produce CCW permit but produces within 45 days a license expired less  
than two years and waives right to speedy trial and  was not knowingly in place described in  
ORC 2923.126(B) M 
Failure to promptly inform law enforcement when stopped of CCW license and carrying a concealed 
handgun M4 
 
2007 version  (151 v H 347, § 1, eff. 3-14-07) 
M1 
Previous conviction of CCW/offense of violence OR if weapon is loaded firearm or with ammunition  
close at hand OR weapon is dangerous ordnance F4 
If weapon is firearm and violation on premise which D permit issued under ORC Chapter 4303 OR 
Offense committed on aircraft or with purpose to carry aboard aircraft, regardless of weapon F3 
When arrested cannot promptly produce CCW permit but produces within 10 days and  was not knowingly 
in place described in ORC 2923.126(B) MM 
When arrested cannot promptly produce CCW permit but produces within 45 days a license expired less  
than two years and waives right to speedy trial and  was not knowingly in place described in  
ORC 2923.126(B) M 
Failure to promptly inform law enforcement when stopped of CCW license and carrying a concealed 
handgun M1 
Failing to keep hands in plain sight during stop/failing to comply with any lawful order of law  
enforcement during stop while carrying a concealed weapon M1 
 
Failing to keep hands in plain sight during stop/failing to comply with any lawful order of law  
enforcement during stop while carrying a concealed weapon, with prior conviction F5 
Remove/attempts removal/has contact with concealed loaded weapon while stopped by law 
enforcement F5 
 
2008 version (152 v S 184, § 1, eff. 9-9-08) 
M1 
Previous conviction of CCW/offense of violence OR if weapon is loaded firearm or with ammunition  
close at hand OR weapon is dangerous ordnance F4 
Offense committed on aircraft or with purpose to carry aboard aircraft, regardless of weapon F3 
When arrested cannot promptly produce CCW permit but produces within 10 days and  was not knowingly 
in place described in ORC 2923.126(B) MM 
When arrested cannot promptly produce CCW permit but produces within 45 days a license expired less  
than two years and waives right to speedy trial and  was not knowingly in place described in  
ORC 2923.126(B) M 

https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=6fc4bd4f-61ad-4735-a8e0-a59f8c8d1c94&pdsearchterms=orc+2923.12&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A5&pdpsf=&ecomp=Jk1fk&prid=4151a6cb-5bd5-4d18-b747-0ef67475885b
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=6fc4bd4f-61ad-4735-a8e0-a59f8c8d1c94&pdsearchterms=orc+2923.12&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A5&pdpsf=&ecomp=Jk1fk&prid=4151a6cb-5bd5-4d18-b747-0ef67475885b
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Carrying Concealed Weapon continued: 
Failure to promptly inform law enforcement when stopped of CCW license and carrying a concealed 
handgun M1 
If law enforcement has actual knowledge person has been issued a CCW permit is carrying concealed  
Handgun MM 
Failing to keep hands in plain sight during stop/failing to comply with any lawful order of law  
enforcement during stop while carrying a concealed weapon F5 
Remove/attempts removal/has contact with concealed weapon while stopped by law 
enforcement F5 
 
Current version (2012 HB 495, § 1, eff. Mar. 27, 2013) 
M1 
Previous conviction of CCW/offense of violence OR if weapon is loaded firearm or with ammunition  
close at hand OR weapon is dangerous ordnance F4 
Offense committed on aircraft or with purpose to carry aboard aircraft, regardless of weapon F3 
When arrested cannot promptly produce CCW permit but produces within 10 days and  was not knowingly 
in place described in ORC 2923.126(B) MM 
When arrested cannot promptly produce CCW permit but produces within 45 days a license expired less  
than two years and waives right to speedy trial and  was not knowingly in place described in  
ORC 2923.126(B) M 
Failure to promptly inform law enforcement when stopped of CCW license and carrying a concealed 
handgun M1 
If law enforcement has actual knowledge person has been issued a CCW permit is carrying concealed  
Handgun MM 
Failing to keep hands in plain sight during stop/failing to comply with any lawful order of law  
enforcement during stop while carrying a concealed weapon F5 
Remove/attempts removal/has contact with concealed weapon while stopped by law 
enforcement F5 
 
6. Failure to verify ORC 2950.06, 2950.99 (became law 146 v. H180 Eff 7-1-97, all penalties    
are listed in 2950.99 – chart below tracks changes to penalty section in 2950.99) 
1990 version 
Did not exist 
 
1997 version 146 v H 180 (Eff 7-1-97) 
Most serious sexually oriented offense as basis for verification is felony F5 
Most serious sexually oriented offense as basis for verification is misdemeanor  M1 
 
2002 version (149 v S 3. Eff 1-1-2002) 
Most serious sexually oriented offense as basis for verification is felony F5 
Most serious sexually oriented offense as basis for verification is misdemeanor  M1 
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Failure to Verify continued: 
 
2003 version (150 v S 5, § 1, Eff 7-31-03) 
Most serious sexually/ child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is agg. murder/murder or F1-3 
 F3 
Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is F4-5 or misdemeanor   
F4-5 or misdemeanor (Equal to same degree of most serious felony/misdemeanor that is basis for  
verification)  
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/ child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is  
agg. murder/murder or F1-4 F3 
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is  
F5  F4  
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is  
M1  F5 
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is  
MM-M2  M5-M1 (One degree higher than the most serious misdemeanor that is basis for verification) 
 
2004 version (149 v H 490, § 1, eff. 1-1-04; 150 v S 5, § 3, eff. 1-1-04) 
Most serious sexually/ child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is agg. murder/murder or F1-3 
 F3 
Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is F4-5 or misdemeanor   
F4-5 or misdemeanor (Equal to same degree of most serious felony/misdemeanor that is basis for  
verification)  
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/ child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is  
agg. murder/murder or F1-4 F3 
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is  
F5  F4  
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is  
M1  F5 
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is  
MM-M2  M5-M1 (One degree higher than the most serious misdemeanor that is basis for verification) 
 
 
2005 version (150 v H 473, § 1, eff. 4-29-05) 
Most serious sexually/ child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is agg. murder/murder or F1-3 
 F3 
Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is F4-5 or misdemeanor   
F4-5 or misdemeanor (Equal to same degree of most serious felony/misdemeanor that is basis for  
verification)  
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/ child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is  
agg. murder/murder or F1-4 F3 
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Failure to Verify continued: 
 
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is  
F5  F4  
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is  
M1  F5 
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is  
MM-M2  M5-M1 (One degree higher than the most serious misdemeanor that is basis for verification) 
 
2008 version (152 v S 97, § 1, eff. 1-1-08) 
Most serious sexually oriented offense as basis for verification is agg. murder/murder F1 
Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is F1-4  F1-4 (Equal to same  
degree of most serious felony that is basis for verification)  
Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is F5 or misdemeanor  F4 
With previous conviction, most serious sexually oriented offense as basis for verification is agg. murder/ 
murder F1 
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is  
F1-3  F1-3 (Equal to same degree of most serious felony that is basis for verification)  
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is  
F4 -5  F3 
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is  
misdemeanor  F4 
 
Current version (2011 HB 86, § 1, eff. Sept. 30, 2011) 
Most serious sexually oriented offense as basis for verification is agg. murder/murder F1 
Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is F1-4  F1-4 (Equal to same  
degree of most serious felony that is basis for verification)  
Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is F5 or misdemeanor  F4 
With previous conviction, most serious sexually oriented offense as basis for verification is agg. murder/ 
murder F1 
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is  
F1-3  F1-3 (Equal to same degree of most serious felony that is basis for verification)  
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is  
F4 -5  F3 
With previous conviction, Most serious sexually/child victim oriented offense as basis for verification is  
misdemeanor  F4 
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7. Illegal manufacture of drugs or cultivation of marihuana ORC 2925.04 
1990 version  
Did not exist 
 
1996 version (146 v S 2 (Eff 7-1-96); 146 v S 269 (Eff 7-1-96) 
Drug involved is any compound/mixture/preparation/substance on schedule I or II, except for  
marihuana F2 
Drug involved is any compound/mixture/preparation/substance on schedule III/IV/V F3 
Marihuana cultivation <100g MM 
Marihuana cultivation ≥100g but <200g M4 
Marihuana cultivation ≥200g but <1000g F5 
Marihuana cultivation ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Marihuana cultivation ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Marihuana cultivation ≥20000g F2 
 
2000 version (148 v S 107 (Eff 3-23-2000) 
Drug involved is any compound/mixture/preparation/substance on schedule I or II, except for  
marihuana F2 
Drug involved is any compound/mixture/preparation/substance on schedule III/IV/V F3 
Marihuana cultivation <100g MM 
Marihuana cultivation ≥100g but <200g M4 
Marihuana cultivation ≥200g but <1000g F5 
Marihuana cultivation ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Marihuana cultivation ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Marihuana cultivation ≥20000g F2 
 
2001 version (149 v H 7. Eff 8-7-2001) 
Drug involved is any compound/mixture/preparation/substance on schedule I or II, except for  
marihuana F2 
Drug involved is methamphetamine/substance containing methamphetamine; committed near  
juvenile/school or on public premise F1 
Drug involved is any compound/mixture/preparation/substance on schedule III/IV/V F3 
Marihuana cultivation <100g MM 
Marihuana cultivation ≥100g but <200g M4 
Marihuana cultivation ≥200g but <1000g F5 
Marihuana cultivation ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Marihuana cultivation ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Marihuana cultivation ≥20000g F2 
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Illegal manufacture of drugs or cultivation of marihuana continued: 
2004 version (149 v S 123, § 1, eff. 1-1-04; 150 v S 58, § 1, eff. 8-11-04) 
Drug involved is any compound/mixture/preparation/substance on schedule I or II, except for  
marihuana F2 
Drug involved is any compound/mixture/preparation/substance on schedule I or II, except for  
marihuana; committed near juvenile or school F1 
Drug involved is methamphetamine/substance containing methamphetamine AND committed on  
public premise F1 
Drug involved is any compound/mixture/preparation/substance on schedule III/IV/V F3 
Drug involved is any compound/mixture/preparation/substance on schedule III/IV/V; committed  
near juvenile or school F2 
Marihuana cultivation <100g MM 
Marihuana cultivation <100g; committed near juvenile or school M4 
Marihuana cultivation ≥100g but <200g M4 
Marihuana cultivation ≥100g but <200g; committed near juvenile or school M3 
Marihuana cultivation ≥200g but <1000g F5 
Marihuana cultivation ≥200g but <1000g; committed near juvenile or school F4 
Marihuana cultivation ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Marihuana cultivation ≥1000g but <5000g; committed near juvenile or school F2 
Marihuana cultivation ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Marihuana cultivation ≥5000g but <20000g; committed near juvenile or school F2 
Marihuana cultivation ≥20000g F2 
Marihuana cultivation ≥20000g; committed near juvenile or school F1 
 
2006 version (151 v S 53, § 1, eff. 5-17-06) 
Drug involved is any compound/mixture/preparation/substance on schedule I or II, except for  
methamphetamine or marihuana F2 
Drug involved is any compound/mixture/preparation/substance on schedule I or II, except for  
methamphetamine or marihuana; committed near juvenile or school F1 
Drug involved is methamphetamine F2 
Drug involved is methamphetamine; committed near juvenile/school/public premise F1 
Drug involved is any compound/mixture/preparation/substance on schedule III/IV/V F3 
Drug involved is any compound/mixture/preparation/substance on schedule III/IV/V; committed  
near juvenile or school F2 
Marihuana cultivation <100g MM 
Marihuana cultivation <100g; committed near juvenile or school M4 
Marihuana cultivation ≥100g but <200g M4 
Marihuana cultivation ≥100g but <200g; committed near juvenile or school M3 
Marihuana cultivation ≥200g but <1000g F5 
Marihuana cultivation ≥200g but <1000g; committed near juvenile or school F4 
Marihuana cultivation ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
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Illegal manufacture of drugs or cultivation of marihuana continued: 
 
Marihuana cultivation ≥1000g but <5000g; committed near juvenile or school F2 
Marihuana cultivation ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Marihuana cultivation ≥5000g but <20000g; committed near juvenile or school F2 
Marihuana cultivation ≥20000g F2 
Marihuana cultivation ≥20000g; committed near juvenile or school F1 
 
2011 version (2011 HB 86, § 1, eff. Sept. 30, 2011) 
Drug involved is any compound/mixture/preparation/substance on schedule I or II, except for  
methamphetamine or marihuana F2 
Drug involved is any compound/mixture/preparation/substance on schedule I or II, except for  
methamphetamine or marihuana; committed near juvenile or school F1 
Drug involved is methamphetamine F2 
Drug involved is methamphetamine; committed near juvenile/school/public premise F1 
Drug involved is any compound/mixture/preparation/substance on schedule III/IV/V F3 
Drug involved is any compound/mixture/preparation/substance on schedule III/IV/V; committed  
near juvenile or school F2 
Marihuana cultivation <100g MM 
Marihuana cultivation <100g; committed near juvenile or school M4 
Marihuana cultivation ≥100g but <200g M4 
Marihuana cultivation ≥100g but <200g; committed near juvenile or school M3 
Marihuana cultivation ≥200g but <1000g F5 
Marihuana cultivation ≥200g but <1000g; committed near juvenile or school F4 
Marihuana cultivation ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Marihuana cultivation ≥1000g but <5000g; committed near juvenile or school F2 
Marihuana cultivation ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Marihuana cultivation ≥5000g but <20000g; committed near juvenile or school F2 
Marihuana cultivation ≥20000g F2 
Marihuana cultivation ≥20000g; committed near juvenile or school F1 
 
Current version (2012 SB 337, § 1, eff. Sept. 28, 2012) 
Drug involved is any compound/mixture/preparation/substance on schedule I or II, except for  
methamphetamine or marihuana F2 
Drug involved is any compound/mixture/preparation/substance on schedule I or II, except for  
methamphetamine or marihuana; committed near juvenile or school F1 
Drug involved is methamphetamine F2 
Drug involved is methamphetamine; committed near juvenile/school/public premise F1 
Drug involved is any compound/mixture/preparation/substance on schedule III/IV/V F3 
Drug involved is any compound/mixture/preparation/substance on schedule III/IV/V; committed  
near juvenile or school F2 
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Illegal manufacture of drugs or cultivation of marihuana continued: 
 
Marihuana cultivation <100g MM 
Marihuana cultivation <100g; committed near juvenile or school M4 
Marihuana cultivation ≥100g but <200g M4 
Marihuana cultivation ≥100g but <200g; committed near juvenile or school M3 
Marihuana cultivation ≥200g but <1000g F5 
Marihuana cultivation ≥200g but <1000g; committed near juvenile or school F4 
Marihuana cultivation ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Marihuana cultivation ≥1000g but <5000g; committed near juvenile or school F2 
Marihuana cultivation ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Marihuana cultivation ≥5000g but <20000g; committed near juvenile or school F2 
Marihuana cultivation ≥20000g F2 
Marihuana cultivation ≥20000g; committed near juvenile or school F1 
 
 

8. DUI ORC 4511.19 
1990 version (143 v S 131 Eff 7-25-90; 143 v H 837 Eff 7-25-90) 
Within five years no previous conviction M1 
Within five years of prior conviction for offense or similar offense M1 
Within five years of prior conviction two offenses or similar offenses IMPRISONMENT 
Within five years of prior conviction 3 or more offenses or similar offenses IMPRISONMENT 
 
1994 version (145 v S 82 Eff 5-4-94) 
Within five years no previous conviction M1 
Within five years of prior conviction for offense or similar offense M1 
Within five years of prior conviction two offenses or similar offenses IMPRISONMENT 
Within five years of prior conviction 3 or more offenses or similar offenses IMPRISONMENT 
 
2000 version (148 v S 22 Eff 5-17-2000) 
M1 
Within six years of prior conviction for offense or similar offense M1 
Within six years of prior conviction two offenses or similar offenses IMPRISONMENT 
Within six years of prior conviction 3 or more offenses or similar offenses OR If previous conviction  
for offense was felony regardless of time F4 
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DUI continued: 
 
2003 version (149 v S 163, § 1. Eff 4-9-2003; 150 v H 87, § 1, eff. 6-30-03) 
M1 
Within six years of prior conviction for offense or similar offense M1 
Within six years of prior conviction two offenses or similar offenses IMPRISONMENT 
Within six years of prior conviction 3 or more offenses or similar offenses F4 
If previous conviction for offense was felony regardless of time F3 
 
2004 version (149 v S 123, § 1, eff. 1-1-04; 149 v H 490, § 1, eff. 1-1-04; 149 v S 163, § 3, eff. 1-1-04;  
150 v H 87, § 4, eff. 1-1-04; 150 v H 163, § 1, eff. 9-23-04) 
M1 
Within six years of prior conviction for offense or similar offense M1 
Within six years of prior conviction two offenses or similar offenses M 
Within six years of prior conviction 3-4 offenses or similar offenses OR within twenty years 5 or 
more convictions F4 
If previous conviction for offense was felony regardless of time F3 
If under 21, M4 
If under 21, within prior year of prior conviction for offense or similar offense M3 
 
2006 version (151 v S 8, § 1, eff. 8-17-06) 
M1 
Within six years of prior conviction for offense or similar offense M1 
Within six years of prior conviction two offenses or similar offenses M 
Within six years of prior conviction 3-4 offenses or similar offenses OR within twenty years 5 or 
more convictions F4 
If previous conviction for offense was felony regardless of time F3 
If under 21, M4 
If under 21, within prior year of prior conviction for offense or similar offense M3 
 
2007 version (151 v H 461, § 1, eff. 4-4-07) 
M1 
Within six years of prior conviction for offense or similar offense M1 
Within six years of prior conviction two offenses or similar offenses M 
Within six years of prior conviction 3-4 offenses or similar offenses OR within twenty years 5 or 
more convictions F4 
If previous conviction for offense was felony regardless of time F3 
If under 21, M4 
If under 21, within prior year of prior conviction for offense or similar offense M3 
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DUI continued: 
2008 version (152 v S 209, § 1, eff. 3-26-08; 152 v S 17, § 1, eff. 9-30-08) 
M1 
Within six years of prior conviction for offense or similar offense M1 
Within six years of prior conviction two offenses or similar offenses M 
Within six years of prior conviction 3-4 offenses or similar offenses OR within twenty years 5 or 
more convictions F4 
If previous conviction for offense was felony regardless of time F3 
If under 21, M4 
If under 21, within prior year of prior conviction for offense or similar offense M3 
 
2009 version (152 v H 215, § 1, eff. 4-7-09) 
M1 
Within six years of prior conviction for offense or similar offense M1 
Within six years of prior conviction two offenses or similar offenses M 
Within six years of prior conviction 3-4 offenses or similar offenses OR within twenty years 5 or 
more convictions F4 
If previous conviction for offense was felony regardless of time F3 
If under 21, M4 
If under 21, within prior year of prior conviction for offense or similar offense M3 
 
2010 version (153 v S 58, § 1, eff. 9-17-10) 
M1 
Within six years of prior conviction for offense or similar offense M1 
Within six years of prior conviction two offenses or similar offenses M 
Within six years of prior conviction 3-4 offenses or similar offenses OR within twenty years 5 or 
more convictions F4 
If previous conviction for offense was felony regardless of time F3 
If under 21, M4 
If under 21, within prior year of prior conviction for offense or similar offense M3 
DUI continued: 
 
2011 version (2011 HB 5, § 1, eff. Sept. 23, 2011) 
M1 
Within six years of prior conviction for offense or similar offense M1 
Within six years of prior conviction two offenses or similar offenses M 
Within six years of prior conviction 3-4 offenses or similar offenses OR within twenty years 5 or 
more convictions F4 
If previous conviction for offense was felony regardless of time F3 
If under 21, M4 
If under 21, within prior year of prior conviction for offense or similar offense M3 
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DUI continued: 
 
Current version (2013 HB 59, § 101.01, eff. Sept. 29, 2013) 
M1 
Within six years of prior conviction for offense or similar offense M1 
Within six years of prior conviction two offenses or similar offenses M 
Within six years of prior conviction 3-4 offenses or similar offenses OR within twenty years 5 or 
more convictions F4 
If previous conviction for offense was felony regardless of time F3 
If under 21, M4 
If under 21, within prior year of prior conviction for offense or similar offense M3 
 
 
9. Escape ORC 2921.34 (this section contains provisions that apply to minors which have  
     been omitted) 
1990 version (134 v H 511 Eff 1-1-74) 
F4 
 
1991 version (144 v H 298 Eff 7-26-91) 
F4 
 
1992 version (144 v S 37 Eff 7-31-92) 
Under detention, most serious offense agg. murder/murder AGG.F1 
Under detention, most serious offense agg. F1/F2  AGG. F2or3(next less degree than most serious  
offense under detention) 
Under detention, most serious offense F1/F2  F2or3(next less degree than most serious offense under  
detention) 
Under detention, most serious offense Agg.F3/F3/F4/unclassified felony/misdemeanor F4 
 
1993 version (144 v H 725 Eff 4-16-93) 
Under detention, most serious offense agg. murder/murder AGG.F1 
Under detention, most serious offense agg. F1/F2  AGG. F2or3(next less degree than most serious  
offense under detention) 
Under detention, most serious offense F1/F2  F2or3(next less degree than most serious offense under  
detention) 
Under detention, most serious offense Agg.F3/F3/F4/unclassified felony/misdemeanor F4 
 
1994 version (145 v H 42 Eff 2-9-94) 
Under detention, most serious offense agg. murder/murder AGG.F1 
Under detention, most serious offense agg. F1/F2  AGG.F2or3(next less degree than most serious  
offense under detention) 
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Escape continued:  
 
Under detention, most serious offense F1/F2  F2or3(next less degree than most serious offense under  
detention) 
Under detention, most serious offense Agg.F3/F3/F4/unclassified felony/misdemeanor F4 
Detention consists of hospitalization/institutionalization/confinement in facility under or pursuant to 
ORC 29405.40 F4 
 
1996 version (146 v S 2 Eff 7-1-96) 
Under detention, most serious offense agg. murder/murder/F1/F2 F2 
Under detention, most serious offense F3/F4/F5/unclassified felony F3 
Under detention, most serious offense misdemeanor F5 
Detention consists of hospitalization/institutionalization/confinement in facility under or pursuant to 
ORC 29405.40 F5 
Under detention, most serious offense misdemeanor and fails to return at specified time following  
temporary leave granted for specific purpose/limited period/sentence in intermittent confinement M1 
 
1997 version (146 v H 180 Eff 1-1-97; 146 v S 285. Eff 7-1-97) 
Under detention or adjudicated a sexually violent predator, most serious offense agg. murder/murder/ 
F1/F2 F2 
Under detention or adjudicated a sexually violent predator, most serious offense F3/F4/F5/unclassified  
felony F3 
Under detention, most serious offense misdemeanor F5 
Person found not guilty by reason of insanity and detention consists of hospitalization/institutionalization/ 
confinement in facility F5 
Under detention, most serious offense misdemeanor and fails to return at specified time following  
temporary leave granted for specific purpose/limited period/sentence in intermittent confinement M1 
 
2005 version (150 v H 473, § 1, eff. 4-29-05) 
Under detention or adjudicated a sexually violent predator, most serious offense agg. murder/murder/ 
F1/F2 F2 
Under detention or adjudicated a sexually violent predator, most serious offense F3/F4/F5/unclassified  
felony F3 
Under detention, most serious offense misdemeanor F5 
Person found not guilty by reason of insanity and detention consists of hospitalization/institutionalization/ 
confinement in facility F5 
Under detention, most serious offense misdemeanor and fails to return at specified time following  
temporary leave granted for specific purpose/limited period/sentence in intermittent confinement M1 
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Escape continued:  
 
2007 version (151 v S 260, § 1, eff. 1-2-07) 
Under detention or adjudicated a sexually violent predator, most serious offense agg. murder/murder/ 
F1/F2 F2 
Under detention or adjudicated a sexually violent predator, most serious offense F3/F4/F5/unclassified  
felony F3 
Under detention, most serious offense misdemeanor F5 
Person found not guilty by reason of insanity and detention consists of hospitalization/institutionalization/ 
confinement in facility F5 
Under detention, most serious offense misdemeanor and fails to return at specified time following  
temporary leave granted for specific purpose/limited period/sentence in intermittent confinement M1 
 
2008 version (152 v S 10, § 1, eff. 1-1-08) 
Under detention or adjudicated a sexually violent predator, most serious offense agg. murder/murder/ 
F1/F2 F2 
Under detention or adjudicated a sexually violent predator, most serious offense F3/F4/F5/unclassified  
felony F3 
Under detention, most serious offense misdemeanor F5 
Person found not guilty by reason of insanity and detention consists of hospitalization/institutionalization/ 
confinement in facility F5 
Under detention, most serious offense misdemeanor and fails to return at specified time following  
temporary leave granted for specific purpose/limited period/sentence in intermittent confinement M1 
 
Current version (2011 HB 86, § 1, eff. Sept. 30, 2011) 
Under detention, most serious offense agg. murder/murder/F1/F2 F2 
Under detention, most serious offense F3/F4/F5/unclassified felony F3 
Under detention, most serious offense misdemeanor F5 
Person found not guilty by reason of insanity and detention consists of hospitalization/institutionalization/ 
confinement in facility F5 
Under detention, most serious offense misdemeanor and fails to return at specified time following  
temporary leave granted for specific purpose/limited period/sentence in intermittent confinement M1 
Under supervised release detention F5 
Under supervised release detention, most serious offense agg. murder/murder/any offense with 
life sentence imposed/F1/F2 F4 
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10. Resisting arrest ORC 2921.33 
1990 version (134 v H 511 Eff 1-1-74) 
M2  
 
1996 Change 146 v S 2 (Eff 7-1-96) 
Arrest of person or other M2 
While resisting brandish deadly weapon or attempt to take from officer F5 
 
Current (147 v H 151 Eff 9-16-97) 
Arrest of person or other M2 
While resisting cause physical harm to law enforcement M1 
While resisting uses or brandish deadly weapon F4 
 
 
 
11. Burglary ORC 2911.12 
1990 version (139 v S 199 Eff 7-1-83; 143 v H 837 Eff 7-3-90) 
Trespass in occupied structure with purpose to commit theft or felony offense F2 
Trespass in habitation when person is present or likely to be present with purpose to commit misdemeanor       
Trespass in habitation when person is present or likely to be present F4 
 
1996 version (146 v S 2 Eff 7-1-96; 146 v S 269. Eff 7-1-96) 
Trespass in occupied structure where person is present or likely to be present to commit criminal offense F  
Trespass in occupied structure to commit criminal offense F3 
Trespass in habitation when person is present or likely to be present F4 
 
Current version (2011 HB 86, § 1, eff. Sept. 30, 2011) 
Trespass in occupied structure where person is present or likely to be present to commit criminal offense F  
Trespass in occupied structure to commit criminal offense F3 
Trespass in habitation where person is present or likely to be present F4 
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12. Drug Possession (formerly Abuse) ORC 2925.11 
1990 version (138 v S 184, § 5 Eff 6-20-8); 143 v S 258 Eff 11-20-90)  
Drug abuse schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) F4 
Drug abuse schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) AND prior drug abuse offense F3 
Drug abuse drugs schedule III, IV or V substance(except anabolic steroids) M3 
Drug abuse drugs schedule III, IV or V substance(except anabolic steroids) AND prior drug abuse offense 
M2 
Drug abuse marihuana M4 
Drug abuse marihuana <100g or <5g marihuana resin or <1g liquid resin MM 
Drug abuse anabolic steroid in schedule III M3 
Drug abuse anabolic steroid in schedule III AND prior drug abuse offense M2 
 
1991 version (144 v H 62 Eff 5-21-91; 144 v H 298 Eff 7-26-91)  
Drug abuse schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) F4 
Drug abuse schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) AND prior drug abuse offense F3 
Drug abuse drugs schedule III, IV or V substance(except anabolic steroids) M3 
Drug abuse drugs schedule III, IV or V substance(except anabolic steroids) AND prior drug abuse offense 
M2 
Drug abuse marihuana M4 
Drug abuse marihuana <100g or <5g marihuana resin or <1g liquid resin MM 
Drug abuse anabolic steroid in schedule III M3 
Drug abuse anabolic steroid in schedule III AND prior drug abuse offense M2 
 
1993 version (145 v H 377 Eff 9-30-93)  
Drug abuse schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) F4 
Drug abuse schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) AND prior drug abuse offense F3 
Drug abuse drugs schedule III, IV or V substance(except anabolic steroids) M3 
Drug abuse drugs schedule III, IV or V substance(except anabolic steroids) AND prior drug abuse offense 
M2 
Drug abuse marihuana M4 
Drug abuse marihuana <100g or <5g marihuana resin or <1g liquid resin MM 
Drug abuse anabolic steroid in schedule III M3 
Drug abuse anabolic steroid in schedule III AND prior drug abuse offense M2 
 
1994 version (145 v H 391 Eff 7-21-94) 
Drug abuse schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) F4 
Drug abuse schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) AND prior drug abuse offense F3 
Drug abuse drugs schedule III, IV or V substance(except anabolic steroids) M3 
Drug abuse drugs schedule III, IV or V substance(except anabolic steroids) AND prior drug abuse offense 
M2 
Drug abuse marihuana M4 
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Drug Possession (formerly Abuse)continued: 
Drug abuse marihuana <100g or <5g marihuana resin or <1g liquid resin MM 
Drug abuse anabolic steroid in schedule III M3 
Drug abuse anabolic steroid in schedule III AND prior drug abuse offense M2 
 
1995 version (146 v H 249 Eff 7-17-95) 
Drug abuse schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) F4 
Drug abuse schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) AND prior drug abuse offense F3 
Drug abuse drugs schedule III, IV or V substance(except anabolic steroids) M3 
Drug abuse drugs schedule III, IV or V substance(except anabolic steroids) AND prior drug abuse offense 
M2 
Drug abuse marihuana M4 
Drug abuse marihuana <100g or <5g marihuana resin or <1g liquid resin MM 
Drug abuse anabolic steroid in schedule III M3 
Drug abuse anabolic steroid in schedule III AND prior drug abuse offense M2 
 
1996 version (146 v S 2 Eff 7-1-96; 146 v S 269 Eff 7-1-96) 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin,  & hashish) F5 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish)  
≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish) 
 ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish) 
≥50Xbulk amount but <100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish) 
≥100Xbulk amount F1 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance M3 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance with prior drug abuse offense M2 
Possession of anabolic steroids in schedule III M3 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F4 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F3 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥50Xbulk amount F2 
Possession of marihuana MM 
Possession of marihuana  ≥100g but <200g M4 
Possession of marihuana ≥200g but <1000g F5 
Possession of marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Possession of marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Possession of marihuana ≥20000g F2 
Possession of cocaine F5 
Possession of cocaine ≥5g but <25g OR ≥1g but <5g crack cocaine F4 
Possession of cocaine ≥25g but <100g OR ≥5g but <10g crack cocaine F3 
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Drug Possession (formerly Abuse)continued: 
 
Possession of cocaine ≥100g but <500g OR ≥10g but <25g crack cocaine F2 
Possession of cocaine ≥500g but <1000g OR ≥25g but <100g crack cocaine F1 
Possession of cocaine ≥1000g  OR ≥100g crack cocaine F1 
Possession of LSD F5 
Possession of LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F4 
Possession of LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F3 
Possession of LSD≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F2 
Possession of LSD ≥1000 but <5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥100g but <500g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F1 
Possession of LSD ≥5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥500g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F1 
Possession of heroin  F5 
Possession of heroin  ≥1g but <5g F4 
Possession of heroin  ≥5g but <10g F3 
Possession of heroin  ≥10g but <50g F2 
Possession of heroin  ≥50g but <250g F1 
Possession of heroin ≥250g F1 
Possession of hashish MM 
Possession of hashish ≥5g but <10g solid form OR ≥1g but <2g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form M4 
Possession of hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2g but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F5 
Possession of hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Possession of hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F3 
Possession of hashish≥1000g solid form OR ≥200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form  F2 
 
1997 version (147 v S 2 Eff 6-20-97) 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin,  & hashish) F5 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish)  
≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish) 
 ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish) 
≥50Xbulk amount but <100X bulk amount F1 
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Drug Possession (formerly Abuse)continued: 
 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish) 
≥100Xbulk amount F1 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance M3 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance with prior drug abuse offense M2 
Possession of anabolic steroids in schedule III M3 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F4 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F3 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥50Xbulk amount F2 
Possession of marihuana MM 
Possession of marihuana  ≥100g but <200g M4 
Possession of marihuana ≥200g but <1000g F5 
Possession of marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Possession of marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Possession of marihuana ≥20000g F2 
Possession of cocaine F5 
Possession of cocaine ≥5g but <25g OR ≥1g but <5g crack cocaine F4 
Possession of cocaine ≥25g but <100g OR ≥5g but <10g crack cocaine F3 
Possession of cocaine ≥100g but <500g OR ≥10g but <25g crack cocaine F2 
Possession of cocaine ≥500g but <1000g OR ≥25g but <100g crack cocaine F1 
Possession of cocaine ≥1000g  OR ≥100g crack cocaine F1 
Possession of LSD F5 
Possession of LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F4 
Possession of LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F3 
Possession of LSD≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F2 
Possession of LSD ≥1000 but <5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥100g but <500g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F1 
Possession of LSD ≥5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥500g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F1 
Possession of heroin  F5 
Possession of heroin  ≥1g but <5g F4 
Possession of heroin  ≥5g but <10g F3 
Possession of heroin  ≥10g but <50g F2 
Possession of heroin  ≥50g but <250g F1 
Possession of heroin ≥250g F1 
Possession of hashish MM 
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Drug Possession (formerly Abuse)continued: 
 
Possession of hashish ≥5g but <10g solid form OR ≥1g but <2g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form M4 
Possession of hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2g but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F5 
Possession of hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Possession of hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F3 
Possession of hashish≥1000g solid form OR ≥200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form  F2 
 
1998 version (147 v S 66 Eff 7-22-98) 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin,  & hashish) F5 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish)  
≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish) 
 ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish) 
≥50Xbulk amount but <100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish) 
≥100Xbulk amount F1 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance M3 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance with prior drug abuse offense M2 
Possession of anabolic steroids in schedule III M3 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F4 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F3 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥50Xbulk amount F2 
Possession of marihuana MM 
Possession of marihuana  ≥100g but <200g M4 
Possession of marihuana ≥200g but <1000g F5 
Possession of marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Possession of marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Possession of marihuana ≥20000g F2 
Possession of cocaine F5 
Possession of cocaine ≥5g but <25g OR ≥1g but <5g crack cocaine F4 
Possession of cocaine ≥25g but <100g OR ≥5g but <10g crack cocaine F3 
Possession of cocaine ≥100g but <500g OR ≥10g but <25g crack cocaine F2 
Possession of cocaine ≥500g but <1000g OR ≥25g but <100g crack cocaine F1 
Possession of cocaine ≥1000g  OR ≥100g crack cocaine F1 
Possession of LSD F5 
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Drug Possession (formerly Abuse)continued: 
 
Possession of LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F4 
Possession of LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F3 
Possession of LSD≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F2 
Possession of LSD ≥1000 but <5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥100g but <500g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F1 
Possession of LSD ≥5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥500g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F1 
Possession of heroin  F5 
Possession of heroin  ≥1g but <5g F4 
Possession of heroin  ≥5g but <10g F3 
Possession of heroin  ≥10g but <50g F2 
Possession of heroin  ≥50g but <250g F1 
Possession of heroin ≥250g F1 
Possession of hashish MM 
Possession of hashish ≥5g but <10g solid form OR ≥1g but <2g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form M4 
Possession of hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2g but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F5 
Possession of hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Possession of hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F3 
Possession of hashish≥1000g solid form OR ≥200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form  F2 
 
2000 version (148 v S 107 Eff 3-23-2000; 148 v H 241. Eff 5-17-2000) 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin,  & hashish) F5 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish)  
≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish) 
 ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish) 
≥50Xbulk amount but <100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish) 
≥100Xbulk amount F1 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance M3 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance with prior drug abuse offense M2 
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Drug Possession (formerly Abuse)continued: 
 
Possession of anabolic steroids in schedule III M3 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F4 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F3 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥50Xbulk amount F2 
Possession of marihuana MM 
Possession of marihuana  ≥100g but <200g M4 
Possession of marihuana ≥200g but <1000g F5 
Possession of marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Possession of marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Possession of marihuana ≥20000g F2 
Possession of cocaine F5 
Possession of cocaine ≥5g but <25g OR ≥1g but <5g crack cocaine F4 
Possession of cocaine ≥25g but <100g OR ≥5g but <10g crack cocaine F3 
Possession of cocaine ≥100g but <500g OR ≥10g but <25g crack cocaine F2 
Possession of cocaine ≥500g but <1000g OR ≥25g but <100g crack cocaine F1 
Possession of cocaine ≥1000g  OR ≥100g crack cocaine F1 
Possession of LSD F5 
Possession of LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F4 
Possession of LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F3 
Possession of LSD≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F2 
Possession of LSD ≥1000 but <5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥100g but <500g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F1 
Possession of LSD ≥5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥500g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F1 
Possession of heroin  F5 
Possession of heroin ≥10 but <50 unit doses OR ≥1g but <5g F4 
Possession of heroin ≥50 but <100 unit doses OR ≥5g but <10g F3 
Possession of heroin ≥100 but <500 unit doses OR ≥10g but <50g F2 
Possession of heroin ≥500 but <2500 unit doses OR ≥50g but <250g F1 
Possession of heroin ≥2500 OR ≥250g F1 
Possession of hashish MM 
Possession of hashish ≥5g but <10g solid form OR ≥1g but <2g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form M4 
Possession of hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2g but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F5 
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Drug Possession (formerly Abuse)continued: 
 
Possession of hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Possession of hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F3 
Possession of hashish≥1000g solid form OR ≥200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form  F2 
 
2004 version (149 v H 490, § 1, eff. 1-1-04; 149 v S 123, § 1, eff. 1-1-04) 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin,  & hashish) F5 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish)  
≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish) 
 ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish) 
≥50Xbulk amount but <100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish) 
≥100Xbulk amount F1 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance M3 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance with prior drug abuse offense M2 
Possession of anabolic steroids in schedule III M3 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F4 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F3 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥50Xbulk amount F2 
Possession of marihuana MM 
Possession of marihuana  ≥100g but <200g M4 
Possession of marihuana ≥200g but <1000g F5 
Possession of marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Possession of marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Possession of marihuana ≥20000g F2 
Possession of cocaine F5 
Possession of cocaine ≥5g but <25g OR ≥1g but <5g crack cocaine F4 
Possession of cocaine ≥25g but <100g OR ≥5g but <10g crack cocaine F3 
Possession of cocaine ≥100g but <500g OR ≥10g but <25g crack cocaine F2 
Possession of cocaine ≥500g but <1000g OR ≥25g but <100g crack cocaine F1 
Possession of cocaine ≥1000g  OR ≥100g crack cocaine F1 
Possession of LSD F5 
Possession of LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F4 
Possession of LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F3 
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Drug Possession (formerly Abuse)continued: 
 
Possession of LSD≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F2 
Possession of LSD ≥1000 but <5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥100g but <500g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F1 
Possession of LSD ≥5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥500g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F1 
Possession of heroin  F5 
Possession of heroin ≥10 but <50 unit doses OR ≥1g but <5g F4 
Possession of heroin ≥50 but <100 unit doses OR ≥5g but <10g F3 
Possession of heroin ≥100 but <500 unit doses OR ≥10g but <50g F2 
Possession of heroin ≥500 but <2500 unit doses OR ≥50g but <250g F1 
Possession of heroin ≥2500 OR ≥250g F1 
Possession of hashish MM 
Possession of hashish ≥5g but <10g solid form OR ≥1g but <2g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form M4 
Possession of hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2g but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F5 
Possession of hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Possession of hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F3 
Possession of hashish≥1000g solid form OR ≥200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form  F2 
 
2006 version (51 v S 154, § 1, eff. 5-17-06) 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin,  & hashish) F5 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish)  
≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish) 
 ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish) 
≥50Xbulk amount but <100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish) 
≥100Xbulk amount F1 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance M3 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance with prior drug abuse offense M2 
Possession of anabolic steroids in schedule III M3 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F4 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F3 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥50Xbulk amount F2 
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Drug Possession (formerly Abuse)continued: 
 
Possession of marihuana MM 
Possession of marihuana  ≥100g but <200g M4 
Possession of marihuana ≥200g but <1000g F5 
Possession of marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Possession of marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Possession of marihuana ≥20000g F2 
Possession of cocaine F5 
Possession of cocaine ≥5g but <25g OR ≥1g but <5g crack cocaine F4 
Possession of cocaine ≥25g but <100g OR ≥5g but <10g crack cocaine F3 
Possession of cocaine ≥100g but <500g OR ≥10g but <25g crack cocaine F2 
Possession of cocaine ≥500g but <1000g OR ≥25g but <100g crack cocaine F1 
Possession of cocaine ≥1000g  OR ≥100g crack cocaine F1 
Possession of LSD F5 
Possession of LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F4 
Possession of LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F3 
Possession of LSD≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F2 
Possession of LSD ≥1000 but <5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥100g but <500g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F1 
Possession of LSD ≥5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥500g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F1 
Possession of heroin  F5 
Possession of heroin ≥10 but <50 unit doses OR ≥1g but <5g F4 
Possession of heroin ≥50 but <100 unit doses OR ≥5g but <10g F3 
Possession of heroin ≥100 but <500 unit doses OR ≥10g but <50g F2 
Possession of heroin ≥500 but <2500 unit doses OR ≥50g but <250g F1 
Possession of heroin ≥2500 OR ≥250g F1 
Possession of hashish MM 
Possession of hashish ≥5g but <10g solid form OR ≥1g but <2g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form M4 
Possession of hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2g but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F5 
Possession of hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Possession of hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F3 
Possession of hashish≥1000g solid form OR ≥200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form  F2 
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Drug Possession (formerly Abuse)continued: 
 
2008 version (152 v H 195, § 1, eff. 9-30-08) 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin,  & hashish) F5 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish)  
≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish) 
 ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish) 
≥50Xbulk amount but <100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin & hashish) 
≥100Xbulk amount F1 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance M1 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance with prior drug abuse offense F5 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F4 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F3 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥50Xbulk amount F2 
Possession of marihuana MM 
Possession of marihuana  ≥100g but <200g M4 
Possession of marihuana ≥200g but <1000g F5 
Possession of marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Possession of marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Possession of marihuana ≥20000g F2 
Possession of cocaine F5 
Possession of cocaine ≥5g but <25g OR ≥1g but <5g crack cocaine F4 
Possession of cocaine ≥25g but <100g OR ≥5g but <10g crack cocaine F3 
Possession of cocaine ≥100g but <500g OR ≥10g but <25g crack cocaine F2 
Possession of cocaine ≥500g but <1000g OR ≥25g but <100g crack cocaine F1 
Possession of cocaine ≥1000g  OR ≥100g crack cocaine F1 
Possession of LSD F5 
Possession of LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F4 
Possession of LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Possession of LSD≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F2 
Possession of LSD ≥1000 but <5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥100g but <500g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F1 
Possession of LSD ≥5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥500g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F1 
Possession of heroin  F5 
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Drug Possession (formerly Abuse)continued: 
 
Possession of heroin ≥10 but <50 unit doses OR ≥1g but <5g F4 
Possession of heroin ≥50 but <100 unit doses OR ≥5g but <10g F3 
Possession of heroin ≥100 but <500 unit doses OR ≥10g but <50g F2 
Possession of heroin ≥500 but <2500 unit doses OR ≥50g but <250g F1 
Possession of heroin ≥2500 OR ≥250g F1 
Possession of hashish MM 
Possession of hashish ≥5g but <10g solid form OR ≥1g but <2g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form M4 
Possession of hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2g but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F5 
Possession of hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Possession of hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Possession of hashish≥1000g solid form OR ≥200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form  F2 
 
2011 version (2011 HB 86, § 1, eff. Sept. 30, 2011; 2011 HB 64, § 1, eff. Oct. 17, 2011) 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish & 
spice) F5 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish & 
spice) ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish & 
spice) ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish & 
spice) ≥50Xbulk amount but <100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish & 
spice) ≥100Xbulk amount F1 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance M1 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance with prior drug abuse offense F5 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F4 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F3 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥50Xbulk amount F2 
Possession of marihuana MM 
Possession of marihuana  ≥100g but <200g M4 
Possession of marihuana ≥200g but <1000g F5 
Possession of marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Possession of marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Possession of marihuana ≥20000g but <40000g F2 
Possession of marihuana ≥40000g F2 
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Drug Possession (formerly Abuse)continued: 
 
Possession of cocaine F5 
Possession of cocaine ≥5g but <10g F4 
Possession of cocaine ≥10g but <20g F3 
Possession of cocaine ≥10g but <20g AND two or more felony drug abuse offenses F3 
Possession of cocaine ≥20g but <27g F2 
Possession of cocaine ≥27g but <100g F1 
Possession of cocaine ≥100g F1 
Possession of LSD F5 
Possession of LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F4 
Possession of LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Possession of LSD≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/distil   
form F2 
Possession of LSD ≥1000 but <5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥100g but <500g liquid concentrate/extract/d   
form F1 
Possession of LSD ≥5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥500g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
Form F1 
Possession of heroin  F5 
Possession of heroin ≥10 but <50 unit doses OR ≥1g but <5g F4 
Possession of heroin ≥50 but <100 unit doses OR ≥5g but <10g F3 
Possession of heroin ≥100 but <500 unit doses OR ≥10g but <50g F2 
Possession of heroin ≥500 but <2500 unit doses OR ≥50g but <250g F1 
Possession of heroin ≥2500 OR ≥250g F1 
Possession of hashish MM 
Possession of hashish ≥5g but <10g solid form OR ≥1g but <2g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form M4 
Possession of hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2g but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F5 
Possession of hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Possession of hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Possession of hashish≥1000g but <2000g solid form OR ≥200g but <400g liquid concentrate/extract/distillat   
form  F2 
Possession of hashish ≥2000g solid form OR ≥400g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F2 
Possession of spice MM 
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Drug Possession (formerly Abuse)continued: 
 
Current version (2012 HB 334, § 1, eff. Dec. 20, 2012) 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish & 
controlled substance analog) F5 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish & 
controlled substance analog) ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish & 
controlled substance analog) ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish & 
controlled substance analog) ≥50Xbulk amount but <100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated possession schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish & 
controlled substance analog) ≥100Xbulk amount F1 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance M1 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance with prior drug abuse offense F5 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F4 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F3 
Possession schedule III, IV, V substance ≥50Xbulk amount F2 
Possession of marihuana MM 
Possession of marihuana  ≥100g but <200g M4 
Possession of marihuana ≥200g but <1000g F5 
Possession of marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Possession of marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Possession of marihuana ≥20000g but <40000g F2 
Possession of marihuana ≥40000g F2 
Possession of cocaine F5 
Possession of cocaine ≥5g but <10g F4 
Possession of cocaine ≥10g but <20g F3 
Possession of cocaine ≥10g but <20g AND two or more felony drug abuse offenses F3 
Possession of cocaine ≥20g but <27g F2 
Possession of cocaine ≥27g but <100g F1 
Possession of cocaine ≥100g F1 
Possession of LSD F5 
Possession of LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F4 
Possession of LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Possession of LSD≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/distil   
form F2 
Possession of LSD ≥1000 but <5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥100g but <500g liquid concentrate/extract/d   
form F1 
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Drug Possession (formerly Abuse)continued: 
 
Possession of LSD ≥5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥500g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
Form F1 
Possession of heroin  F5 
Possession of heroin ≥10 but <50 unit doses OR ≥1g but <5g F4 
Possession of heroin ≥50 but <100 unit doses OR ≥5g but <10g F3 
Possession of heroin ≥100 but <500 unit doses OR ≥10g but <50g F2 
Possession of heroin ≥500 but <2500 unit doses OR ≥50g but <250g F1 
Possession of heroin ≥2500 OR ≥250g F1 
Possession of hashish MM 
Possession of hashish ≥5g but <10g solid form OR ≥1g but <2g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form M4 
Possession of hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2g but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F5 
Possession of hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Possession of hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Possession of hashish≥1000g but <2000g solid form OR ≥200g but <400g liquid concentrate/extract/distillat   
form  F2 
Possession of hashish ≥2000g solid form OR ≥400g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F2 
Possession of controlled substance analog F5 
Possession of controlled substance analog ≥10g but <20g F4 
Possession of controlled substance analog ≥20g but <30g F3 
Possession of controlled substance analog ≥30g but <40g F2 
Possession of controlled substance analog ≥40g but <50g F1 
Possession of controlled substance analog ≥50g  F1 
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13. Drug Trafficking ORC 2925.03 
1990 version (141 v S 67 Eff 8-29-86; 143 v H 215 Eff 4-11-90; 143 v H 261 Eff 7-18-90; 143 v H 266  
Eff 9-6-90; 143 v S 258 Eff 11-20-90) 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell AND in 1000ft. 
school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) with belief of resale F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) with belief of resale AND previous  
felony drug abuse offense F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) production F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) production AND previous felony 
drug abuse offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) possession ≥bulk amount but  
 <3X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) possession ≥bulk amount but  
<3X bulk amount AND previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount  
<3X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount  
<3X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount  
<3X bulk amount AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse  
offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) possession ≥3Xbulk amount but  
 <100X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) possession ≥3Xbulk amount but  
<100X bulk amount AND previous felony drug abuse offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥3Xbulk amount  
<100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥3Xbulk amount  
<100X bulk amount AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse  
offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) providing another with  
money/items of value so they can obtain substance to sell or produce F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) providing another with  
money/items of value so they can obtain substance to sell or produce with previous drug abuse  
offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) possession ≥100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥100X bulk  
amount F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥100X bulk  
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Drug Trafficking continued 
amount AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse  
offense F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell AND in 1000ft. school premise or  
100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance with belief of resale to sell F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance with belief of resale to sell AND previous felony drug  
abuse offense F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance production F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance production AND previous felony 
drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance possession ≥bulk amount but <3X bulk amount F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance possession ≥bulk amount but <3X bulk amount AND  
previous felony drug abuse offense F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount <3X bulk amount F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount <3X bulk amount AND  
in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance possession ≥3X bulk amount F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance possession ≥3X bulk amount AND previous felony drug  
abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell ≥3X bulk amount F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell ≥3X bulk amount AND in 1000ft.  
school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance providing another with money/items of value so  
they can obtain substance to sell or produce F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance providing another with money/items of value so  
they can obtain substance to sell or produce AND previous felony drug abuse offense F1 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell F4 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or  
previous felony drug abuse offense F3 
Trafficking in marihuana with belief of resale or productions or possession ≥bulk amount but <3X bulk  
amount F4 
Trafficking in marihuana with belief of resale or productions or possession ≥bulk amount but <3X bulk  
amount AND previous felony drug abuse offense F3 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount <3X bulk F3 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount <3X bulk F3 AND in 1000ft. school premise or  
100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in marihuana possession ≥3X bulk amount F3 
Trafficking in marihuana possession ≥3X bulk amount AND previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell ≥3X bulk amount F2 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell ≥3X bulk amount AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of  
juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in marihuana providing another with money/items of value so they can obtain substance to  
sell or produce F2 
Trafficking in marihuana providing another with money/items of value so they can obtain substance to  
sell or produce AND previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Gift involving 20g or less, first offense MM 
Gift involving 20g or less, subsequent offenses M3 
Gift involving 20g or less in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile M3 
 
1991 version (144 v H 62 Eff 5-21-91) 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell AND in 1000ft. 
school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) with belief of resale F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) with belief of resale AND previous  
felony drug abuse offense F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) production F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) production AND previous felony 
drug abuse offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) possession ≥bulk amount but  
 <3X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) possession ≥bulk amount but  
<3X bulk amount AND previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount  
<3X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount  
<3X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount  
<3X bulk amount AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse  
offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) possession ≥3Xbulk amount but  
 <100X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) possession ≥3Xbulk amount but  
<100X bulk amount AND previous felony drug abuse offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥3Xbulk amount  
<100X bulk amount F1 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥3Xbulk amount  
<100X bulk amount AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse  
offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) providing another with  
money/items of value so they can obtain substance to sell or produce F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) providing another with  
money/items of value so they can obtain substance to sell or produce with previous drug abuse  
offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) possession ≥100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥100X bulk  
amount F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥100X bulk  
amount AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse  
offense F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell AND in 1000ft. school premise or  
100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance with belief of resale to sell F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance with belief of resale to sell AND previous felony drug  
abuse offense F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance production F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance production AND previous felony 
drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance possession ≥bulk amount but <3X bulk amount F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance possession ≥bulk amount but <3X bulk amount AND  
previous felony drug abuse offense F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount <3X bulk amount F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount <3X bulk amount AND  
in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance possession ≥3X bulk amount F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance possession ≥3X bulk amount AND previous felony drug  
abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell ≥3X bulk amount F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell ≥3X bulk amount AND in 1000ft.  
school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance providing another with money/items of value so  
they can obtain substance to sell or produce F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance providing another with money/items of value so  
they can obtain substance to sell or produce AND previous felony drug abuse offense F1 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell F4 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or  
previous felony drug abuse offense F3 
Trafficking in marihuana with belief of resale or productions or possession ≥bulk amount but <3X bulk  
amount F4 
Trafficking in marihuana with belief of resale or productions or possession ≥bulk amount but <3X bulk  
amount AND previous felony drug abuse offense F3 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount <3X bulk F3 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount <3X bulk F3 AND in 1000ft. school premise or  
100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in marihuana possession ≥3X bulk amount F3 
Trafficking in marihuana possession ≥3X bulk amount AND previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell ≥3X bulk amount F2 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell ≥3X bulk amount AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of  
juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in marihuana providing another with money/items of value so they can obtain substance to  
sell or produce F2 
Trafficking in marihuana providing another with money/items of value so they can obtain substance to  
sell or produce AND previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Gift involving 20g or less, first offense MM 
Gift involving 20g or less, subsequent offenses M3 
Gift involving 20g or less in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile M3 
 
1992 version (144 v S 174 Eff 7-31-92; 144 v H 591 Eff 11-2-92) 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell AND in 1000ft. 
school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) with belief of resale F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) with belief of resale AND previous  
felony drug abuse offense F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) production F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) production AND previous felony 
drug abuse offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) possession ≥bulk amount but  
 <3X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) possession ≥bulk amount but  
<3X bulk amount AND previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount  
<3X bulk amount F3 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount  
<3X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount  
<3X bulk amount AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse  
offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) possession ≥3Xbulk amount but  
 <100X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) possession ≥3Xbulk amount but  
<100X bulk amount AND previous felony drug abuse offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥3Xbulk amount  
<100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥3Xbulk amount  
<100X bulk amount AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse  
offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) providing another with  
money/items of value so they can obtain substance to sell or produce F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) providing another with  
money/items of value so they can obtain substance to sell or produce with previous drug abuse  
offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) possession ≥100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥100X bulk  
amount F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥100X bulk  
amount AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse  
offense F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell AND in 1000ft. school premise or  
100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance with belief of resale to sell OR administer/prescribe/ 
dispense anabolic steroids not approved by USDA for human use F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance with belief of resale to sell OR administer/prescribe/ 
dispense anabolic steroids not approved by USDA for human use  AND previous felony drug abuse  
offense F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance production F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance production AND previous felony 
drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance possession ≥bulk amount but <3X bulk amount F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance possession ≥bulk amount but <3X bulk amount AND  
previous felony drug abuse offense F3 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount <3X bulk amount F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount <3X bulk amount AND  
in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance possession ≥3X bulk amount F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance possession ≥3X bulk amount AND previous felony drug  
abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell ≥3X bulk amount F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell ≥3X bulk amount AND in 1000ft.  
school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance providing another with money/items of value so  
they can obtain substance to sell or produce F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance providing another with money/items of value so  
they can obtain substance to sell or produce AND previous felony drug abuse offense F1 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell F4 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or  
previous felony drug abuse offense F3 
Trafficking in marihuana with belief of resale or productions or possession ≥bulk amount but <3X bulk  
amount F4 
Trafficking in marihuana with belief of resale or productions or possession ≥bulk amount but <3X bulk  
amount AND previous felony drug abuse offense F3 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount <3X bulk F3 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount <3X bulk F3 AND in 1000ft. school premise or  
100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in marihuana possession ≥3X bulk amount F3 
Trafficking in marihuana possession ≥3X bulk amount AND previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell ≥3X bulk amount F2 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell ≥3X bulk amount AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of  
juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in marihuana providing another with money/items of value so they can obtain substance to  
sell or produce F2 
Trafficking in marihuana providing another with money/items of value so they can obtain substance to  
sell or produce AND previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Gift involving 20g or less, first offense MM 
Gift involving 20g or less, subsequent offenses M3 
Gift involving 20g or less in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile M3 
 
1993 version (145 v H 377 Eff 9-30-93) 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell F3 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell AND in 1000ft. 
school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) with belief of resale F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) with belief of resale AND previous  
felony drug abuse offense F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) production F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) production AND previous felony 
drug abuse offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) possession ≥bulk amount but  
 <3X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) possession ≥bulk amount but  
<3X bulk amount AND previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount  
<3X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount  
<3X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount  
<3X bulk amount AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse  
offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) possession ≥3Xbulk amount but  
 <100X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) possession ≥3Xbulk amount but  
<100X bulk amount AND previous felony drug abuse offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥3Xbulk amount  
<100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥3Xbulk amount  
<100X bulk amount AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse  
offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) providing another with  
money/items of value so they can obtain substance to sell or produce F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) providing another with  
money/items of value so they can obtain substance to sell or produce with previous drug abuse  
offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) possession ≥100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥100X bulk  
amount F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥100X bulk  
amount AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse  
offense F1 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell AND in 1000ft. school premise or  
100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance with belief of resale to sell OR administer/prescribe/ 
dispense anabolic steroids not approved by USDA for human use F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance with belief of resale to sell OR administer/prescribe/ 
dispense anabolic steroids not approved by USDA for human use  AND previous felony drug abuse  
offense F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance production F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance production AND previous felony 
drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance possession ≥bulk amount but <3X bulk amount F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance possession ≥bulk amount but <3X bulk amount AND  
previous felony drug abuse offense F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount <3X bulk amount F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount <3X bulk amount AND  
in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance possession ≥3X bulk amount F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance possession ≥3X bulk amount AND previous felony drug  
abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell ≥3X bulk amount F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell ≥3X bulk amount AND in 1000ft.  
school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance providing another with money/items of value so  
they can obtain substance to sell or produce F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance providing another with money/items of value so  
they can obtain substance to sell or produce AND previous felony drug abuse offense F1 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell F4 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or  
previous felony drug abuse offense F3 
Trafficking in marihuana with belief of resale or productions or possession ≥bulk amount but <3X bulk  
amount F4 
Trafficking in marihuana with belief of resale or productions or possession ≥bulk amount but <3X bulk  
amount AND previous felony drug abuse offense F3 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount <3X bulk F3 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount <3X bulk F3 AND in 1000ft. school premise or  
100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in marihuana possession ≥3X bulk amount F3 
Trafficking in marihuana possession ≥3X bulk amount AND previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell ≥3X bulk amount F2 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell ≥3X bulk amount AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of  
juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in marihuana providing another with money/items of value so they can obtain substance to  
sell or produce F2 
Trafficking in marihuana providing another with money/items of value so they can obtain substance to  
sell or produce AND previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Gift involving 20g or less, first offense MM 
Gift involving 20g or less, subsequent offenses M3 
Gift involving 20g or less in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile M3 
 
1994 version (145 v H 391 Eff 7-21-94) 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell AND in 1000ft. 
school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) with belief of resale F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) with belief of resale AND previous  
felony drug abuse offense F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) production F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) production AND previous felony 
drug abuse offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) possession ≥bulk amount but  
 <3X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) possession ≥bulk amount but  
<3X bulk amount AND previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount  
<3X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount  
<3X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount  
<3X bulk amount AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse  
offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) possession ≥3Xbulk amount but  
 <100X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) possession ≥3Xbulk amount but  
<100X bulk amount AND previous felony drug abuse offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥3Xbulk amount  
<100X bulk amount F1 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥3Xbulk amount  
<100X bulk amount AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse  
offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) providing another with  
money/items of value so they can obtain substance to sell or produce F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) providing another with  
money/items of value so they can obtain substance to sell or produce with previous drug abuse  
offense F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) possession ≥100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥100X bulk  
amount F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana) sell/offer to sell ≥100X bulk  
amount AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse  
offense F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell AND in 1000ft. school premise or  
100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance with belief of resale to sell OR administer/prescribe/ 
dispense anabolic steroids not approved by USDA for human use F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance with belief of resale to sell OR administer/prescribe/ 
dispense anabolic steroids not approved by USDA for human use  AND previous felony drug abuse  
offense F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance production F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance production AND previous felony 
drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance possession ≥bulk amount but <3X bulk amount F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance possession ≥bulk amount but <3X bulk amount AND  
previous felony drug abuse offense F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount <3X bulk amount F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount <3X bulk amount AND  
in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance possession ≥3X bulk amount F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance possession ≥3X bulk amount AND previous felony drug  
abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell ≥3X bulk amount F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance sell/offer to sell ≥3X bulk amount AND in 1000ft.  
school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance providing another with money/items of value so  
they can obtain substance to sell or produce F1 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance providing another with money/items of value so  
they can obtain substance to sell or produce AND previous felony drug abuse offense F1 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell F4 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile or  
previous felony drug abuse offense F3 
Trafficking in marihuana with belief of resale or productions or possession ≥bulk amount but <3X bulk  
amount F4 
Trafficking in marihuana with belief of resale or productions or possession ≥bulk amount but <3X bulk  
amount AND previous felony drug abuse offense F3 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount <3X bulk F3 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell ≥bulk amount <3X bulk F3 AND in 1000ft. school premise or  
100 ft. of juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in marihuana possession ≥3X bulk amount F3 
Trafficking in marihuana possession ≥3X bulk amount AND previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell ≥3X bulk amount F2 
Trafficking in marihuana sell/offer to sell ≥3X bulk amount AND in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of  
juvenile or previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Trafficking in marihuana providing another with money/items of value so they can obtain substance to  
sell or produce F2 
Trafficking in marihuana providing another with money/items of value so they can obtain substance to  
sell or produce AND previous felony drug abuse offense F2 
Gift involving 20g or less, first offense MM 
Gift involving 20g or less, subsequent offenses M3 
Gift involving 20g or less in 1000ft. school premise or 100 ft. of juvenile M3 
 
1996 version (146 v S 2 Eff 7-1-96; 146 v S 269 Eff 7-1-96; 146 v S 166 Eff 10-17-96) 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish) F4 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
exceeds bulk amount but does not exceed 5X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
exceeds bulk amount but does not exceed 5X bulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
 exceeds 5X bulk amount but does not exceed 50X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
 exceeds 5X bulk amount but does not exceed 50X bulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
exceeds 50X bulk amount but does not exceed 100X bulk amount F1 

https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=73c647b7-66b6-41d3-ac88-6419da26449f&pdsearchterms=ORC+2925.03&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A5&pdpsf=&ecomp=Jk1fk&prid=3ba6f613-8c59-4578-99df-5079ffa194a3
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=73c647b7-66b6-41d3-ac88-6419da26449f&pdsearchterms=ORC+2925.03&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A5&pdpsf=&ecomp=Jk1fk&prid=3ba6f613-8c59-4578-99df-5079ffa194a3
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
exceeds100X bulk F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance F5 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance exceeds bulk amount but does not exceed 5X bulk  
amount F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance exceeds bulk amount but does not exceed 5X bulk  
amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance exceeds 5Xbulk amount but does not exceed 50X bulk  
amount F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance exceeds 5Xbulk amount but does not exceed 50X bulk  
amount in vicinity of  school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance exceeds 50Xbulk amount F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance exceeds 50Xbulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in marihuana F5 
Trafficking in marihuana in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in marihuana exceeds 200g but does not exceed 1000g F4 
Trafficking in marihuana exceeds 200g but does not exceed 1000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in marihuana exceeds 1000g but does not exceed 5000g F3 
Trafficking in marihuana exceeds 1000g but does not exceed 5000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in marihuana exceeds 5000g but does not exceed 20000g F3 
Trafficking in marihuana exceeds 5000g but does not exceed 20000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in marihuana exceeds 20000g F2 
Trafficking in marihuana exceeds 20000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Gift involving 20g or less, first offense MM 
Gift involving 20g or less, subsequent offenses M3 
Gift involving 20g or less in vicinity of school/juvenile M3 
Trafficking in cocaine F5 
Trafficking in cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in cocaine exceeds 5g but does not exceed 10g OR exceeds 1g but does not exceed 5g  
crack cocaine F4 
Trafficking in cocaine exceeds 5g but does not exceed 10g OR exceeds 1g but does not exceed 5g crack  
cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in cocaine exceeds 10g but does not exceed 100g  OR exceeds 5g but does not exceed 10g  
crack cocaine F3 
Trafficking in cocaine exceeds 10g but does not exceed 100g  OR exceeds 5g but does not exceed 10g  
crack cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in cocaine exceeds 100g but does not exceed 500g OR exceeds 10g but does not exceed  
25g crack cocaine F2 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in cocaine exceeds 100g but does not exceed 500g OR exceeds 10g but does not exceed  
25g crack cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in cocaine exceeds 500g but does not exceed 1000g OR exceeds 25g but does not exceed  
100g crack cocaine F1 
Trafficking in cocaine exceeds 1000g OR  exceeds 100g crack cocaine F1 
Trafficking in LSD F5 
Trafficking in LSD in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in LSD exceeds 10 but does not exceed 50 unit doses solid form OR exceeds 1g but does not  
exceed  5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F4 
Trafficking in LSD exceeds 10 but does not exceed 50 unit doses solid form OR exceeds 1g but does not  
exceed 5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in LSD exceeds 50 but does not exceed 250 unit doses solid form OR exceeds 5g but does not  
exceed 25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F3 
Trafficking in LSD exceeds 50 but does not exceed 250 unit doses solid form OR exceeds 5g but does not  
Exceed 25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in LSD exceeds 250 but does not exceed 1000 unit doses solid form OR exceeds 25g but does 
 not exceed 100g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F2 
Trafficking in LSD exceeds 250 but does not exceed 1000 unit doses solid form OR exceeds 25g but does  
not exceed 100g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in LSD exceeds 1000 but does not exceed 5000 unit doses solid form OR exceeds 100g but  
does not exceed 500g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F1 
Trafficking in LSD exceeds 5000 unit doses solid form OR exceeds 500g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F1 
Trafficking in heroin F5 
Trafficking in heroin in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in heroin exceeds 1g but does not exceed 5g F4 
Trafficking in heroin exceeds 1g but does not exceed 5g in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in heroin exceeds 5g but does not exceed 10g F3 
Trafficking in heroin  exceeds 5g but does not exceed 10g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in heroin  exceeds 10g but does not exceed 50g F2 
Trafficking in heroin  exceeds 10g but does not exceed 50g in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in heroin  exceeds 50g but does not exceed 250g F1 
Trafficking in heroin  exceeds 250g F1 
Trafficking in hashish F5 
Trafficking in hashish in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in hashish exceeds 10g but does not exceed 50g solid form OR exceeds 2g but does not  
exceed 10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form  F4 
Trafficking in hashish exceeds 10g but does not exceed 50g solid form OR exceeds 2g but does not  
exceed 10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in hashish exceeds 50g but does not exceed 250g solid form OR exceeds 10g but does not  
exceed 50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F3 
Trafficking in hashish exceeds 50g but does not exceed 250g solid form OR exceeds 10g but does not  
exceed 50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in hashish exceeds 250g but does not exceed 1000g solid form OR exceeds 50g but does not  
exceed 200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F3 
Trafficking in hashish exceeds 250g but does not exceed 1000g solid form OR exceeds 50g but does not  
exceed 200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in hashish exceeds 1000g solid form OR exceeds 200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F2 
Trafficking in hashish exceeds 1000g solid form OR exceeds 200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
 
1998 version (147 v S 164 Eff 1-15-98; 147 v S 66 Eff 7-22-98) 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish) F4 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
exceeds bulk amount but does not exceed 5X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
exceeds bulk amount but does not exceed 5X bulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
 exceeds 5X bulk amount but does not exceed 50X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
 exceeds 5X bulk amount but does not exceed 50X bulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
exceeds 50X bulk amount but does not exceed 100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
exceeds100X bulk F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance F5 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance exceeds bulk amount but does not exceed 5X bulk  
amount F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance exceeds bulk amount but does not exceed 5X bulk  
amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance exceeds5Xbulk amount but does not exceed 50X bulk  
amount F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance exceeds 5Xbulk amount but does not exceed 50X bulk  
amount in vicinity of  school/juvenile F2 

https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=73c647b7-66b6-41d3-ac88-6419da26449f&pdsearchterms=ORC+2925.03&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A5&pdpsf=&ecomp=Jk1fk&prid=3ba6f613-8c59-4578-99df-5079ffa194a3
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance exceeds5 0Xbulk amount F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance exceeds 50Xbulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in marihuana F5 
Trafficking in marihuana in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in marihuana exceeds 200g but does not exceed 1000g F4 
Trafficking in marihuana exceeds 200g but does not exceed 1000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in marihuana exceeds 1000g but does not exceed 5000g F3 
Trafficking in marihuana exceeds 1000g but does not exceed 5000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in marihuana exceeds 5000g but does not exceed 20000g F3 
Trafficking in marihuana exceeds 5000g but does not exceed 20000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in marihuana exceeds 20000g F2 
Trafficking in marihuana exceeds 20000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Gift involving 20g or less, first offense MM 
Gift involving 20g or less, subsequent offenses M3 
Gift involving 20g or less in vicinity of school/juvenile M3 
Trafficking in cocaine F5 
Trafficking in cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in cocaine exceeds 5g but does not exceed 10g OR exceeds 1g but does not exceed 5g  
crack cocaine F4 
Trafficking in cocaine exceeds 5g but does not exceed 10g OR exceeds 1g but does not exceed 5g crack  
cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in cocaine exceeds 10g but does not exceed 100g  OR exceeds 5g but does not exceed 10g  
crack cocaine F3 
Trafficking in cocaine exceeds 10g but does not exceed 100g  OR exceeds 5g but does not exceed 10g  
crack cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in cocaine exceeds 100g but does not exceed 500g OR exceeds 10 but does not exceed  
25g crack cocaine F2 
Trafficking in cocaine exceeds 100g but does not exceed 500g OR exceeds 10 but does not exceed  
25g crack cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in cocaine exceeds 500g but does not exceed 1000g OR exceeds 25g but does not exceed  
100g crack cocaine F1 
Trafficking in cocaine exceeds 1000g OR  exceeds 100g crack cocaine F1 
Trafficking in LSD F5 
Trafficking in LSD in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in LSD exceeds 10 but does not exceed 50 unit doses solid form OR exceeds 1g but does not  
exceed  5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F4 
Trafficking in LSD exceeds 10 but does not exceed 50 unit doses solid form OR exceeds 1g but does not  
exceed 5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in LSD exceeds 50 but does not exceed 250 unit doses solid form OR exceeds 5g but does not  
exceed 25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F3 
Trafficking in LSD exceeds 50 but does not exceed 250 unit doses solid form OR exceeds 5g but does not  
Exceed 25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in LSD exceeds 250 but does not exceed 1000 unit doses solid form OR exceeds 25g but does 
 not exceed 100g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F2 
Trafficking in LSD exceeds250 but does not exceed 1000 unit doses solid form OR exceeds 25g but does  
not exceed 100g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in LSD exceeds 1000 but does not exceed 5000 unit doses solid form OR exceeds 100g but  
does not exceed 500g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F1 
Trafficking in LSD exceeds 5000 unit doses solid form OR exceeds 500g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F1 
Trafficking in heroin F5 
Trafficking in heroin in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in heroin exceeds 1g but does not exceed 5g F4 
Trafficking in heroin exceeds 1g but does not exceed 5g in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in heroin exceeds 5g but does not exceed 10g F3 
Trafficking in heroin  exceeds 5g but does not exceed 10g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in heroin  exceeds 10g but does not exceed 50g F2 
Trafficking in heroin  exceeds 10g but does not exceed 50g in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in heroin  exceeds 50g but does not exceed 250g F1 
Trafficking in heroin  exceeds 250g F1 
Trafficking in hashish F5 
Trafficking in hashish in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in hashish exceeds 10g but does not exceed 50g solid form OR exceeds 2g but does not  
exceed 10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form  F4 
Trafficking in hashish exceeds 10g but does not exceed 50g solid form OR exceeds 2g but does not  
exceed 10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in hashish exceeds 50g but does not exceed 250g solid form OR exceeds 10g but does not  
exceed 50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F3 
Trafficking in hashish exceeds 50g but does not exceed 250g solid form OR exceeds 10g but does not  
exceed 50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in hashish exceeds 250g but does not exceed 1000g solid form OR exceeds 50g but does not  
exceed 200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F3 
Trafficking in hashish exceeds 250g but does not exceed 1000g solid form OR exceeds 50g but does not  
exceed 200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in hashish exceeds 1000g solid form OR exceeds 200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F2 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in hashish exceeds 1000g solid form OR exceeds 200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
 
2000 version (148 v S 107 Eff 3-23-2000; 148 v H 241 Eff 5-17-2000) 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish) F4 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
 ≥5X bulk amount but <50X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
 ≥5X bulk amount but <50X bulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥50X bulk amount but <100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥100X bulk F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance F5 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount in vicinity of 
school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount in vicinity of  
school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥50Xbulk amount F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥50Xbulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in marihuana F5 
Trafficking in marihuana in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥200g but <1000g F4 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥200g but <1000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥20000g F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥20000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Gift involving 20g or less, first offense MM 
Gift involving 20g or less, subsequent offenses M3 
Gift involving 20g or less in vicinity of school/juvenile M3 
Trafficking in cocaine F5 
Trafficking in cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥5g but <10g OR ≥1g but <5g crack cocaine F4 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥5g but <10g OR ≥1g but <5g crack cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥10g but <100g  OR ≥5g but <10g crack cocaine F3 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥10g but <100g  OR ≥5g but <10g crack cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥100g but <500g OR ≥10 but <25g crack cocaine F2 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥100g but <500g OR ≥10 but <25g crack cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥500g but <1000g OR ≥25g but <100g crack cocaine F1 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥1000g OR  ≥100g crack cocaine F1 
Trafficking in LSD F5 
Trafficking in LSD in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F4 
Trafficking in LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Trafficking in LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in LSD ≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F2 
Trafficking in LSD ≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in LSD ≥1000 but <5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥100g but <500g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F1 
Trafficking in LSD ≥5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥500g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F1 
Trafficking in heroin F5 
Trafficking in heroin in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in heroin ≥10 unit doses but <50 unit doses OR ≥1g but <5g F4 
Trafficking in heroin ≥10 unit doses but <50 unit doses OR ≥1g but <5g in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in heroin ≥50 unit doses but <100 unit doses OR ≥5g but <10g F3 
Trafficking in heroin ≥50 unit doses but <100 unit doses OR ≥5g but <10g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in heroin ≥100 unit doses but <500 unit doses OR ≥10g but <50g F2 
Trafficking in heroin ≥100 unit doses but <500 unit doses OR ≥10g but <50g in vicinity of school/juvenile  
F1 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in heroin ≥500 unit doses but <2500 unit doses OR ≥50g but <250g F1 
Trafficking in heroin ≥2500 unit doses OR ≥250g F1 
Trafficking in hashish F5 
Trafficking in hashish in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2 but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form  
F4 
Trafficking in hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2 but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in  
vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in  
vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥1000g solid form OR ≥200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥1000g solid form OR ≥200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in vicinity of  
school/juvenile F1 
 
2001 version (148 v H 528. Eff 2-13-2001) 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish) F4 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
 ≥5X bulk amount but <50X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
 ≥5X bulk amount but <50X bulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥50X bulk amount but <100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥100X bulk F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance F5 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F4 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount in vicinity of 
school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount in vicinity of  
school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥50Xbulk amount F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥50Xbulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in marihuana F5 
Trafficking in marihuana in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥200g but <1000g F4 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥200g but <1000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥20000g F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥20000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Gift involving 20g or less, first offense MM 
Gift involving 20g or less, subsequent offenses M3 
Gift involving 20g or less in vicinity of school/juvenile M3 
Trafficking in cocaine F5 
Trafficking in cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥5g but <10g OR ≥1g but <5g crack cocaine F4 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥5g but <10g OR ≥1g but <5g crack cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥10g but <100g  OR ≥5g but <10g crack cocaine F3 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥10g but <100g  OR ≥5g but <10g crack cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥100g but <500g OR ≥10 but <25g crack cocaine F2 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥100g but <500g OR ≥10 but <25g crack cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥500g but <1000g OR ≥25g but <100g crack cocaine F1 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥1000g OR  ≥100g crack cocaine F1 
Trafficking in LSD F5 
Trafficking in LSD in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F4 
Trafficking in LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in LSD ≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F2 
Trafficking in LSD ≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in LSD ≥1000 but <5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥100g but <500g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F1 
Trafficking in LSD ≥5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥500g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F1 
Trafficking in heroin F5 
Trafficking in heroin in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in heroin ≥10 unit doses but <50 unit doses OR ≥1g but <5g F4 
Trafficking in heroin ≥10 unit doses but <50 unit doses OR ≥1g but <5g in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in heroin ≥50 unit doses but <100 unit doses OR ≥5g but <10g F3 
Trafficking in heroin ≥50 unit doses but <100 unit doses OR ≥5g but <10g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in heroin ≥100 unit doses but <500 unit doses OR ≥10g but <50g F2 
Trafficking in heroin ≥100 unit doses but <500 unit doses OR ≥10g but <50g in vicinity of school/juvenile  
F1 
Trafficking in heroin ≥500 unit doses but <2500 unit doses OR ≥50g but <250g F1 
Trafficking in heroin ≥2500 unit doses OR ≥250g F1 
Trafficking in hashish F5 
Trafficking in hashish in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2 but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form  
F4 
Trafficking in hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2 but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in  
vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in  
vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥1000g solid form OR ≥200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥1000g solid form OR ≥200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in vicinity of  
school/juvenile F1 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
2004 version (149 v S 123, § 1, eff. 1-1-04) 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish) F4 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
 ≥5X bulk amount but <50X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
 ≥5X bulk amount but <50X bulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥50X bulk amount but <100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥100X bulk F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance F5 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount in vicinity of 
school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount in vicinity of  
school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥50Xbulk amount F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥50Xbulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in marihuana F5 
Trafficking in marihuana in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥200g but <1000g F4 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥200g but <1000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥20000g F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥20000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Gift involving 20g or less, first offense MM 
Gift involving 20g or less, subsequent offenses M3 
Gift involving 20g or less in vicinity of school/juvenile M3 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in cocaine F5 
Trafficking in cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥5g but <10g OR ≥1g but <5g crack cocaine F4 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥5g but <10g OR ≥1g but <5g crack cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥10g but <100g  OR ≥5g but <10g crack cocaine F3 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥10g but <100g  OR ≥5g but <10g crack cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥100g but <500g OR ≥10 but <25g crack cocaine F2 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥100g but <500g OR ≥10 but <25g crack cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥500g but <1000g OR ≥25g but <100g crack cocaine F1 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥1000g OR  ≥100g crack cocaine F1 
Trafficking in LSD F5 
Trafficking in LSD in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F4 
Trafficking in LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Trafficking in LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in LSD ≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F2 
Trafficking in LSD ≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in LSD ≥1000 but <5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥100g but <500g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F1 
Trafficking in LSD ≥5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥500g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F1 
Trafficking in heroin F5 
Trafficking in heroin in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in heroin ≥10 unit doses but <50 unit doses OR ≥1g but <5g F4 
Trafficking in heroin ≥10 unit doses but <50 unit doses OR ≥1g but <5g in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in heroin ≥50 unit doses but <100 unit doses OR ≥5g but <10g F3 
Trafficking in heroin ≥50 unit doses but <100 unit doses OR ≥5g but <10g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in heroin ≥100 unit doses but <500 unit doses OR ≥10g but <50g F2 
Trafficking in heroin ≥100 unit doses but <500 unit doses OR ≥10g but <50g in vicinity of school/juvenile  
F1 
Trafficking in heroin ≥500 unit doses but <2500 unit doses OR ≥50g but <250g F1 
Trafficking in heroin ≥2500 unit doses OR ≥250g F1 
Trafficking in hashish F5 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in hashish in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2 but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form  
F4 
Trafficking in hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2 but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in  
vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in  
vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥1000g solid form OR ≥200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥1000g solid form OR ≥200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in vicinity of  
school/juvenile F1 
 
2006 version (151 v S 154, § 1, eff. 5-17-06) 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish) F4 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
 ≥5X bulk amount but <50X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
 ≥5X bulk amount but <50X bulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥50X bulk amount but <100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥100X bulk F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance F5 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount in vicinity of 
school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F3 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount in vicinity of  
school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥50Xbulk amount F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥50Xbulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in marihuana F5 
Trafficking in marihuana in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥200g but <1000g F4 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥200g but <1000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥20000g F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥20000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Gift involving 20g or less, first offense MM 
Gift involving 20g or less, subsequent offenses M3 
Gift involving 20g or less in vicinity of school/juvenile M3 
Trafficking in cocaine F5 
Trafficking in cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥5g but <10g OR ≥1g but <5g crack cocaine F4 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥5g but <10g OR ≥1g but <5g crack cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥10g but <100g  OR ≥5g but <10g crack cocaine F3 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥10g but <100g  OR ≥5g but <10g crack cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥100g but <500g OR ≥10 but <25g crack cocaine F2 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥100g but <500g OR ≥10 but <25g crack cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥500g but <1000g OR ≥25g but <100g crack cocaine F1 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥1000g OR  ≥100g crack cocaine F1 
Trafficking in LSD F5 
Trafficking in LSD in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F4 
Trafficking in LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Trafficking in LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in LSD ≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F2 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in LSD ≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in LSD ≥1000 but <5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥100g but <500g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F1 
Trafficking in LSD ≥5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥500g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F1 
Trafficking in heroin F5 
Trafficking in heroin in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in heroin ≥10 unit doses but <50 unit doses OR ≥1g but <5g F4 
Trafficking in heroin ≥10 unit doses but <50 unit doses OR ≥1g but <5g in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in heroin ≥50 unit doses but <100 unit doses OR ≥5g but <10g F3 
Trafficking in heroin ≥50 unit doses but <100 unit doses OR ≥5g but <10g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in heroin ≥100 unit doses but <500 unit doses OR ≥10g but <50g F2 
Trafficking in heroin ≥100 unit doses but <500 unit doses OR ≥10g but <50g in vicinity of school/juvenile  
F1 
Trafficking in heroin ≥500 unit doses but <2500 unit doses OR ≥50g but <250g F1 
Trafficking in heroin ≥2500 unit doses OR ≥250g F1 
Trafficking in hashish F5 
Trafficking in hashish in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2 but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form  
F4 
Trafficking in hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2 but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in  
vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in  
vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥1000g solid form OR ≥200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥1000g solid form OR ≥200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in vicinity of  
school/juvenile F1 
 
2007 version  (151 v H 241, § 1, eff. 7-1-07) 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish) F4 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
 ≥5X bulk amount but <50X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
 ≥5X bulk amount but <50X bulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥50X bulk amount but <100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥100X bulk F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance F5 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount in vicinity of 
school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount in vicinity of  
school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥50Xbulk amount F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥50Xbulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in marihuana F5 
Trafficking in marihuana in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥200g but <1000g F4 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥200g but <1000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥20000g F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥20000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Gift involving 20g or less, first offense MM 
Gift involving 20g or less, subsequent offenses M3 
Gift involving 20g or less in vicinity of school/juvenile M3 
Trafficking in cocaine F5 
Trafficking in cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥5g but <10g OR ≥1g but <5g crack cocaine F4 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥5g but <10g OR ≥1g but <5g crack cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥10g but <100g  OR ≥5g but <10g crack cocaine F3 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥10g but <100g  OR ≥5g but <10g crack cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥100g but <500g OR ≥10 but <25g crack cocaine F2 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥100g but <500g OR ≥10 but <25g crack cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥500g but <1000g OR ≥25g but <100g crack cocaine F1 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥1000g OR  ≥100g crack cocaine F1 
Trafficking in LSD F5 
Trafficking in LSD in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F4 
Trafficking in LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Trafficking in LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in LSD ≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F2 
Trafficking in LSD ≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in LSD ≥1000 but <5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥100g but <500g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F1 
Trafficking in LSD ≥5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥500g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F1 
Trafficking in heroin F5 
Trafficking in heroin in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in heroin ≥10 unit doses but <50 unit doses OR ≥1g but <5g F4 
Trafficking in heroin ≥10 unit doses but <50 unit doses OR ≥1g but <5g in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in heroin ≥50 unit doses but <100 unit doses OR ≥5g but <10g F3 
Trafficking in heroin ≥50 unit doses but <100 unit doses OR ≥5g but <10g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in heroin ≥100 unit doses but <500 unit doses OR ≥10g but <50g F2 
Trafficking in heroin ≥100 unit doses but <500 unit doses OR ≥10g but <50g in vicinity of school/juvenile  
F1 
Trafficking in heroin ≥500 unit doses but <2500 unit doses OR ≥50g but <250g F1 
Trafficking in heroin ≥2500 unit doses OR ≥250g F1 
Trafficking in hashish F5 
Trafficking in hashish in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2 but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form  
F4 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2 but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in  
vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in  
vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥1000g solid form OR ≥200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥1000g solid form OR ≥200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in vicinity of  
school/juvenile F1 
 
2008 version (152 v H 195, § 1, eff. 9-30-08) 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish) F4 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
 ≥5X bulk amount but <50X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
 ≥5X bulk amount but <50X bulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥50X bulk amount but <100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥100X bulk F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance F5 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount in vicinity of 
school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount in vicinity of  
school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥50Xbulk amount F2 

https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=73c647b7-66b6-41d3-ac88-6419da26449f&pdsearchterms=ORC+2925.03&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A5&pdpsf=&ecomp=Jk1fk&prid=3ba6f613-8c59-4578-99df-5079ffa194a3
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥50Xbulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in marihuana F5 
Trafficking in marihuana in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥200g but <1000g F4 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥200g but <1000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥20000g F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥20000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Gift involving 20g or less, first offense MM 
Gift involving 20g or less, subsequent offenses M3 
Gift involving 20g or less in vicinity of school/juvenile M3 
Trafficking in cocaine F5 
Trafficking in cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥5g but <10g OR ≥1g but <5g crack cocaine F4 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥5g but <10g OR ≥1g but <5g crack cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥10g but <100g  OR ≥5g but <10g crack cocaine F3 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥10g but <100g  OR ≥5g but <10g crack cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥100g but <500g OR ≥10 but <25g crack cocaine F2 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥100g but <500g OR ≥10 but <25g crack cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥500g but <1000g OR ≥25g but <100g crack cocaine F1 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥1000g OR  ≥100g crack cocaine F1 
Trafficking in LSD F5 
Trafficking in LSD in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F4 
Trafficking in LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Trafficking in LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in LSD ≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F2 
Trafficking in LSD ≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in LSD ≥1000 but <5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥100g but <500g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F1 
Trafficking in LSD ≥5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥500g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F1 
Trafficking in heroin F5 
Trafficking in heroin in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in heroin ≥10 unit doses but <50 unit doses OR ≥1g but <5g F4 
Trafficking in heroin ≥10 unit doses but <50 unit doses OR ≥1g but <5g in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in heroin ≥50 unit doses but <100 unit doses OR ≥5g but <10g F3 
Trafficking in heroin ≥50 unit doses but <100 unit doses OR ≥5g but <10g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in heroin ≥100 unit doses but <500 unit doses OR ≥10g but <50g F2 
Trafficking in heroin ≥100 unit doses but <500 unit doses OR ≥10g but <50g in vicinity of school/juvenile  
F1 
Trafficking in heroin ≥500 unit doses but <2500 unit doses OR ≥50g but <250g F1 
Trafficking in heroin ≥2500 unit doses OR ≥250g F1 
Trafficking in hashish F5 
Trafficking in hashish in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2 but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form  
F4 
Trafficking in hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2 but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in  
vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in  
vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥1000g solid form OR ≥200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥1000g solid form OR ≥200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in vicinity of  
school/juvenile F1 
 
2011 version (2011 HB 86, § 1, eff. Sept. 30, 2011; 2011 HB 64, § 1, eff. Oct. 17, 2011) 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin,  and hashish) F4 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F3 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish) and       
drug abuse offenses F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
 ≥5X bulk amount but <50X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
 ≥5X bulk amount but <50X bulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥50X bulk amount but <100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, and hashish)  
≥100X bulk F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance F5 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount in vicinity of 
school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount in vicinity of  
school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥50Xbulk amount F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥50Xbulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in marihuana F5 
Trafficking in marihuana in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥200g but <1000g F4 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥200g but <1000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥20000g but <40000g F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥20000g but <40000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥40000g F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥40000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Gift involving 20g or less, first offense MM 
Gift involving 20g or less, subsequent offenses M3 
Gift involving 20g or less in vicinity of school/juvenile M3 
Trafficking in cocaine F5 
Trafficking in cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥5g but <10g F4 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥5g but <10g in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥10g but <20g F3 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥10g but <20g, with two or more felony drug offenses F3 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥10g but <20g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥20g but <27g F2 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥20g but <27g in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥27g but <100g F1 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥100g F1 
Trafficking in LSD F5 
Trafficking in LSD in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F4 
Trafficking in LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Trafficking in LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form, with two or more felony drug F3 
Trafficking in LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in LSD ≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F2 
Trafficking in LSD ≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in LSD ≥1000 but <5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥100g but <500g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F1 
Trafficking in LSD ≥5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥500g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F1 
Trafficking in heroin F5 
Trafficking in heroin in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in heroin ≥10 unit doses but <50 unit doses OR ≥1g but <5g F4 
Trafficking in heroin ≥10 unit doses but <50 unit doses OR ≥1g but <5g in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in heroin ≥50 unit doses but <100 unit doses OR ≥5g but <10g F3 
Trafficking in heroin ≥50 unit doses but <100 unit doses OR ≥5g but <10g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in heroin ≥100 unit doses but <500 unit doses OR ≥10g but <50g F2 
Trafficking in heroin ≥100 unit doses but <500 unit doses OR ≥10g but <50g in vicinity of school/juvenile  
F1 
Trafficking in heroin ≥500 unit doses but <2500 unit doses OR ≥50g but <250g F1 
Trafficking in heroin ≥2500 unit doses OR ≥250g F1 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in hashish F5 
Trafficking in hashish in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2 but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form  
F4 
Trafficking in hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2 but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in  
vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in  
vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥1000g but <2000g solid form OR ≥200g but <400g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥1000g but <2000g solid form OR ≥200g but <400g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in hashish ≥2000g solid form OR ≥400g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥2000g solid form OR ≥400g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in  
vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in spice F5 
Trafficking in spice in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
 
2012 version (2012 SB 337, § 1, eff. Sept. 28, 2012; 2012 HB 334, § 1, eff. Dec. 20, 2012) 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) F4 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) and offender has 2 or more felony drug abuse offenses F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) ≥5X bulk amount but <50X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) ≥5X bulk amount but <50X bulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) ≥50X bulk amount but <100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) ≥100X bulk F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance F5 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount in vicinity of 
school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount in vicinity of  
school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥50Xbulk amount F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥50Xbulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in marihuana F5 
Trafficking in marihuana in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥200g but <1000g F4 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥200g but <1000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥20000g but <40000g F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥20000g but <40000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥40000g F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥40000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Gift involving 20g or less, first offense MM 
Gift involving 20g or less, subsequent offenses M3 
Gift involving 20g or less in vicinity of school/juvenile M3 
Trafficking in cocaine F5 
Trafficking in cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥5g but <10g F4 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥5g but <10g in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥10g but <20g F3 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥10g but <20g, with two or more felony drug offenses F3 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥10g but <20g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥20g but <27g F2 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥20g but <27g in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥27g but <100g F1 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥100g F1 
Trafficking in LSD F5 
Trafficking in LSD in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F4 
Trafficking in LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Trafficking in LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form, with two or more felony drug F3 
Trafficking in LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in LSD ≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F2 
Trafficking in LSD ≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in LSD ≥1000 but <5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥100g but <500g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F1 
Trafficking in LSD ≥5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥500g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F1 
Trafficking in heroin F5 
Trafficking in heroin in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in heroin ≥10 unit doses but <50 unit doses OR ≥1g but <5g F4 
Trafficking in heroin ≥10 unit doses but <50 unit doses OR ≥1g but <5g in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in heroin ≥50 unit doses but <100 unit doses OR ≥5g but <10g F3 
Trafficking in heroin ≥50 unit doses but <100 unit doses OR ≥5g but <10g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in heroin ≥100 unit doses but <500 unit doses OR ≥10g but <50g F2 
Trafficking in heroin ≥100 unit doses but <500 unit doses OR ≥10g but <50g in vicinity of school/juvenile  
F1 
Trafficking in heroin ≥500 unit doses but <2500 unit doses OR ≥50g but <250g F1 
Trafficking in heroin ≥2500 unit doses OR ≥250g F1 
Trafficking in hashish F5 
Trafficking in hashish in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2 but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form  
F4 
Trafficking in hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2 but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in  
vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in  
vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥1000g but <2000g solid form OR ≥200g but <400g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥1000g but <2000g solid form OR ≥200g but <400g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in hashish ≥2000g solid form OR ≥400g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥2000g solid form OR ≥400g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in  
vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog  F5 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog  ≥10g  but <20g F4 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog ≥10g  but <20g  in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog  ≥20g  but <30g F3 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog ≥20g  but <30g  in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog  ≥30g  but <40g F2 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog ≥30g  but <40g  in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog  ≥40g  but <50g F1 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog  ≥50g F1 
 
Current version (2013 HB 59, § 101.01, eff. Sept. 29, 2013) 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) F4 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) and offender has 2 or more felony drug abuse offenses F3 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) ≥5X bulk amount but <50X bulk amount F2 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) ≥5X bulk amount but <50X bulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) ≥50X bulk amount but <100X bulk amount F1 
Aggravated trafficking schedule I or II substance(except marihuana, cocaine, LSD, heroin, hashish and  
controlled substance analog) ≥100X bulk F1 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance F5 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount F4 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥bulk amount but <5X bulk amount in vicinity of 
school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount F3 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥5Xbulk amount but <50X bulk amount in vicinity of  
school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥50Xbulk amount F2 
Trafficking in drugs schedule III, IV or V substance ≥50Xbulk amount in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in marihuana F5 
Trafficking in marihuana in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥200g but <1000g F4 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥200g but <1000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥1000g but <5000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g F3 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥5000g but <20000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥20000g but <40000g F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥20000g but <40000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥40000g F2 
Trafficking in marihuana ≥40000g in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Gift involving 20g or less, first offense MM 
Gift involving 20g or less, subsequent offenses M3 
Gift involving 20g or less in vicinity of school/juvenile M3 
Trafficking in cocaine F5 
Trafficking in cocaine in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥5g but <10g F4 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥5g but <10g in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥10g but <20g F3 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥10g but <20g, with two or more felony drug offenses F3 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥10g but <20g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥20g but <27g F2 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥20g but <27g in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥27g but <100g F1 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in cocaine ≥100g F1 
Trafficking in LSD F5 
Trafficking in LSD in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F4 
Trafficking in LSD ≥10 but <50 unit doses solid form OR ≥1g but <5g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Trafficking in LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in LSD ≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F2 
Trafficking in LSD ≥50 but <250 unit doses solid form OR ≥5g but <25g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form, with two or more felony drug F3 
Trafficking in LSD ≥250 but <1000 unit doses solid form OR ≥25g but <100g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in LSD ≥1000 but <5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥100g but <500g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F1 
Trafficking in LSD ≥5000 unit doses solid form OR ≥500g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F1 
Trafficking in heroin F5 
Trafficking in heroin in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in heroin ≥10 unit doses but <50 unit doses OR ≥1g but <5g F4 
Trafficking in heroin ≥10 unit doses but <50 unit doses OR ≥1g but <5g in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in heroin ≥50 unit doses but <100 unit doses OR ≥5g but <10g F3 
Trafficking in heroin ≥50 unit doses but <100 unit doses OR ≥5g but <10g in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in heroin ≥100 unit doses but <500 unit doses OR ≥10g but <50g F2 
Trafficking in heroin ≥100 unit doses but <500 unit doses OR ≥10g but <50g in vicinity of school/juvenile  
F1 
Trafficking in heroin ≥500 unit doses but <2500 unit doses OR ≥50g but <250g F1 
Trafficking in heroin ≥2500 unit doses OR ≥250g F1 
Trafficking in hashish F5 
Trafficking in hashish in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2 but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form  
F4 
Trafficking in hashish ≥10g but <50g solid form OR ≥2 but <10g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in  
vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
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Drug Trafficking continued 
 
Trafficking in hashish ≥50g but <250g solid form OR ≥10g but <50g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in  
vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
form F3 
Trafficking in hashish ≥250g but <1000g solid form OR ≥50g but <200g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate  
in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥1000g but <2000g solid form OR ≥200g but <400g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate form F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥1000g but <2000g solid form OR ≥200g but <400g liquid concentrate/extract/ 
distillate in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in hashish ≥2000g solid form OR ≥400g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate form F2 
Trafficking in hashish ≥2000g solid form OR ≥400g liquid concentrate/extract/distillate in  
vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog  F5 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog in vicinity of school/juvenile F4 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog  ≥10g  but <20g F4 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog ≥10g  but <20g  in vicinity of school/juvenile F3 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog  ≥20g  but <30g F3 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog ≥20g  but <30g  in vicinity of school/juvenile F2 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog  ≥30g  but <40g F2 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog ≥30g  but <40g  in vicinity of school/juvenile F1 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog  ≥40g  but <50g F1 
Trafficking in controlled substance analog  ≥50g F1 
 
14. Theft ORC 2913.02 
1990 version (141 v H 49 (Eff 6-26-86);143 v H 347 (Eff 7-18-90); 143 v S 258 (Eff 11-20-90) 
less than $300 M1 
$300 or more, less than $5000 or listed ORC 2913.71 or with prior theft offense F4 
$5000 or more, less than $100,000 or with two or more prior theft offenses F3 
$100,000 or more F2 
Dangerous drugs F4 
Dangerous drugs with prior felony drug abuse conviction  F3 
motor vehicle F3 
 
1995 version (146 v H 4 Eff 11-9-95) 
less than $300 M1 
$300 or more, less than $5000 or listed ORC 2913.71 or with prior theft offense F4 
$5000 or more, less than $100,000 or with two or more prior theft offenses F3 
$100,000 or more F2 
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Theft continued 
 
Dangerous drugs F4 
Dangerous drugs with prior felony drug abuse conviction  F3 
firearm or dangerous ordnance F3 
motor vehicle F3 
 
1996 version (146 v S 2 Eff 7-1-96) 
less than $500 M1 
$500 or more, less than $5000 or listed ORC 2913.71 F5 
$5000 or more, less than $100,000 F4 
$100,000 or more F3 
Dangerous drugs F4 
Dangerous drugs with prior felony drug abuse conviction  F3 
firearm or dangerous ordnance F4 
motor vehicle F4 
 
1998 version (147 v S 66 (Eff 7-22-98) 
less than $500 M1 
$500 or more, less than $5000 or listed ORC 2913.71 F5 
$5000 or more, less than $100,000 F4 
$100,000 or more F3 
Dangerous drugs F4 
Dangerous drugs with prior felony drug abuse conviction  F3 
firearm or dangerous ordnance F4 
motor vehicle F4 
 
1999 version (148 v H 2. Eff 11-10-99) 
less than $500 M1 
$500 or more, less than $5000 or listed ORC 2913.71 F5 
$5000 or more, less than $100,000 F4 
$100,000 or more F3 
Dangerous drugs F4 
Dangerous drugs with prior felony drug abuse conviction  F3 
firearm or dangerous ordnance F4 
elderly person/disabled adult less than $500 F5 
elderly person/disabled adult $500 or more, less than $5000 F4 
elderly person/disabled adult $5000 or more, less than $25,000 F3 
elderly person/disabled adult $25,000 or more F2 
motor vehicle F4 
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Theft continued 
 
2003 version (150 v H 7, § 1, eff. 9-16-03) 
less than $500 M1 
$500 or more, less than $5000 or listed ORC 2913.71 F5 
$5000 or more, less than $100,000 F4 
$100,000 or more, less than $500,000 F3 
$500,000 or more, less than $1,000,000 F2 
$1,000,000 or more F1 
Dangerous drugs F4 
Dangerous drugs with prior felony drug abuse conviction  F3 
firearm or dangerous ordnance F4 
elderly person/disabled adult less than $500 F5 
elderly person/disabled adult $500 or more, less than $5000 F4 
elderly person/disabled adult $5000 or more, less than $25,000 F3 
elderly person/disabled adult $25,000 or more, less than $100,000 F2 
elderly person/disabled adult $100,000 or more F1 
motor vehicle F4 
 
2004 version (150 v H 179, § 1, eff. 3-9-04; 150 v H 12, § 1, eff. 4-8-04; 150 v H 369, § 1, eff. 11-26-04) 
less than $500 M1 
$500 or more, less than $5000 or listed ORC 2913.71 F5 
$5000 or more, less than $100,000 F4 
$100,000 or more, less than $500,000 F3 
$500,000 or more, less than $1,000,000 F2 
$1,000,000 or more F1 
Dangerous drugs F4 
Dangerous drugs with prior felony drug abuse conviction  F3 
firearm or dangerous ordnance F3 
elderly person/disabled adult less than $500 F5 
elderly person/disabled adult $500 or more, less than $5000 F4 
elderly person/disabled adult $5000 or more, less than $25,000 F3 
elderly person/disabled adult $25,000 or more, less than $100,000 F2 
elderly person/disabled adult $100,000 or more F1 
gasoline driver’s license sanction “gas and go” retail offense 
motor vehicle F4 
police dog/horse or service animal F3 
 
2005 version (150 v H 536, § 1, eff. 4-15-05) 
less than $500 M1 
$500 or more, less than $5000 or listed ORC 2913.71 F5 
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Theft continued 
 
$5000 or more, less than $100,000 F4 
$100,000 or more, less than $500,000 F3 
$500,000 or more, less than $1,000,000 F2 
$1,000,000 or more F1 
Dangerous drugs F4 
Dangerous drugs with prior felony drug abuse conviction  F3 
firearm or dangerous ordnance F3 
elderly person/disabled adult less than $500 F5 
elderly person/disabled adult $500 or more, less than $5000 F4 
elderly person/disabled adult $5000 or more, less than $25,000 F3 
elderly person/disabled adult $25,000 or more, less than $100,000 F2 
elderly person/disabled adult $100,000 or more F1 
gasoline driver’s license sanction “gas and go” retail offense 
motor vehicle F4 
police dog/horse or service animal F3 
anhydrous ammonia F3 
 
2006 version (151 v H 530, § 101.01, eff. 6-30-06) 
less than $500 M1 
$500 or more, less than $5000 or listed ORC 2913.71 F5 
$5000 or more, less than $100,000 F4 
$100,000 or more, less than $500,000 F3 
$500,000 or more, less than $1,000,000 F2 
$1,000,000 or more F1 
Dangerous drugs F4 
Dangerous drugs with prior felony drug abuse conviction  F3 
firearm or dangerous ordnance F3 
elderly person/disabled adult less than $500 F5 
elderly person/disabled adult $500 or more, less than $5000 F4 
elderly person/disabled adult $5000 or more, less than $25,000 F3 
elderly person/disabled adult $25,000 or more, less than $100,000 F2 
elderly person/disabled adult $100,000 or more F1 
gasoline driver’s license sanction “gas and go” retail offense 
motor vehicle F4 
police dog/horse or assistance animal F3 
anhydrous ammonia F3 
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Theft continued 
 
2007 version (151 v H 347, § 1, eff. 3-14-07) 
less than $500 M1 
$500 or more, less than $5000 or listed ORC 2913.71 F5 
$5000 or more, less than $100,000 F4 
$100,000 or more, less than $500,000 F3 
$500,000 or more, less than $1,000,000 F2 
$1,000,000 or more F1 
Dangerous drugs F4 
Dangerous drugs with prior felony drug abuse conviction  F3 
firearm or dangerous ordnance F3 
firearm  or dangerous ordnance from dealer F1 
elderly person/disabled adult less than $500 F5 
elderly person/disabled adult $500 or more, less than $5000 F4 
elderly person/disabled adult $5000 or more, less than $25,000 F3 
elderly person/disabled adult $25,000 or more, less than $100,000 F2 
elderly person/disabled adult $100,000 or more F1 
gasoline driver’s license sanction “gas and go” retail offense 
motor vehicle F4 
police dog/horse or assistance animal F3 
anhydrous ammonia F3 
 
2009 version (152 v S 320, § 1, eff. 4-7-09) 
less than $500 M1 
$500 or more, less than $5000 or listed ORC 2913.71 F5 
$5000 or more, less than $100,000 F4 
$100,000 or more, less than $500,000 F3 
$500,000 or more, less than $1,000,000 F2 
$1,000,000 or more F1 
Dangerous drugs F4 
Dangerous drugs with prior felony drug abuse conviction  F3 
firearm or dangerous ordnance F3 
firearm  or dangerous ordnance from dealer F1 
elderly person/disabled adult less than $500 F5 
elderly person/disabled adult $500 or more, less than $5000 F4 
elderly person/disabled adult $5000 or more, less than $25,000 F3 
elderly person/disabled adult $25,000 or more, less than $100,000 F2 
elderly person/disabled adult $100,000 or more F1 
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Theft continued 
 
gasoline driver’s license sanction “gas and go” retail offense 
motor vehicle F4 
police dog/horse or assistance animal F3 
anhydrous ammonia F3 
 
2011 version (2011 HB 86, § 1, eff. Sept. 30, 2011) 
less than $1,000 M1 
$1,000 or more, less than $7,500 or listed ORC 2913.71 F5 
$7,500 or more, less than $150,000 F4 
$150,000 or more, less than $750,000 F3 
$750,000 or more, less than $1,500,000 F2 
$1,500,000 or more F1 
Dangerous drugs F4 
Dangerous drugs with prior felony drug abuse conviction  F3 
firearm or dangerous ordnance F3 
firearm  or dangerous ordnance from dealer F1 
elderly person/disabled adult less than $1,000 F5 
elderly person/disabled adult $1,000 or more, less than $7,500 F4 
elderly person/disabled adult $7,500 or more, less than $37,500 F3 
elderly person/disabled adult $37,500 or more, less than $150,000 F2 
elderly person/disabled adult $150,000 or more F1 
gasoline driver’s license sanction “gas and go” retail offense 
motor vehicle F4 
police dog/horse or assistance animal F3 
anhydrous ammonia F3 
 
2012 version (2012 SB 337, § 1, eff. Sept. 28, 2012) 
less than $1,000 M1 
$1,000 or more, less than $7,500 or listed ORC 2913.71 F5 
$7,500 or more, less than $150,000 F4 
$150,000 or more, less than $750,000 F3 
$750,000 or more, less than $1,500,000 F2 
$1,500,000 or more F1 
Dangerous drugs F4 
Dangerous drugs with prior felony drug abuse conviction  F3 
firearm or dangerous ordnance F3 
firearm  or dangerous ordnance from dealer F1 
elderly person/disabled adult less than $1,000 F5 
elderly person/disabled adult $1,000 or more, less than $7,500 F4 
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Theft continued 
 
elderly person/disabled adult $7,500 or more, less than $37,500 F3 
elderly person/disabled adult $37,500 or more, less than $150,000 F2 
elderly person/disabled adult $150,000 or more F1 
gasoline driver’s license sanction “gas and go” retail offense 
motor vehicle F4 
police dog/horse or assistance animal F3 
anhydrous ammonia F3 
 
2013 version (2013 HB 51, § 101.01, eff. July 1, 2013)  
less than $1,000 M1 
$1,000 or more, less than $7,500 or listed ORC 2913.71 F5 
$7,500 or more, less than $150,000 F4 
$150,000 or more, less than $750,000 F3 
$750,000 or more, less than $1,500,000 F2 
$1,500,000 or more F1 
Dangerous drugs F4 
Dangerous drugs with prior felony drug abuse conviction  F3 
firearm or dangerous ordnance F3 
firearm  or dangerous ordnance from dealer F1 
person in protected class or active duty service member/spouse less than $1,000 F5 
person in protected class or active duty service member/spouse $1,000 or more, less than $7,500 F4 
person in protected class or active duty service member/spouse $7,500 or more, less than $37,500 F3 
person in protected class or active duty service member/spouse $37,500 or more, less than $150,000 F2 
person in protected class or active duty service member/spouse $150,000 or more F1 
gasoline driver’s license sanction for “gas and go” retail offense 
motor vehicle F4 
police dog/horse or assistance animal F3 
anhydrous ammonia F3 
special purpose article/bulk merchandise container F5 
 
Current version (2014 HB 488, § 1, eff. Sept. 16, 2014) 
less than $1,000 M1 
$1,000 or more, less than $7,500 or listed ORC 2913.71 F5 
$7,500 or more, less than $150,000 F4 
$150,000 or more, less than $750,000 F3 
$750,000 or more, less than $1,500,000 F2 
$1,500,000 or more F1 
Dangerous drugs F4 
Dangerous drugs with prior felony drug abuse conviction  F3 
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Theft continued 
 
firearm or dangerous ordnance F3 
firearm  or dangerous ordnance from dealer F1 
person in protected class or active duty service member/spouse less than $1,000 F5 
person in protected class or active duty service member/spouse $1,000 or more, less than $7,500 F4 
person in protected class or active duty service member/spouse $7,500 or more, less than $37,500 F3 
person in protected class or active duty service member/spouse $37,500 or more, less than $150,000 F2 
person in protected class or active duty service member/spouse $150,000 or more F1 
gasoline driver’s license sanction for “gas and go” retail offense 
motor vehicle F4 
police dog/horse or assistance animal F3 
anhydrous ammonia F3 
special purpose article/bulk merchandise container F5 
 
15. Robbery ORC 2911.02 
1990 version 139 v S 199 (Eff 7-1-83) 
F2 
 
Current version (146 v S 2 (Eff 7-1-96); 146 v S 269. Eff 7-1-96) 
With deadly weapon under offender control OR inflict/attempt to inflict/threaten physical harm F2 
Use or threaten immediate use of force F3 
 
16. Forgery ORC 2913.31 
1990 version (134 v H 511 Eff 1-1-74) 
F4 
 
1991 version (144 v H 162 Eff 11-11-91) 
F4 
identification cards, offenses involving  M1 
 
1996 version (146 v S 2 Eff 7-1-96) 
loss value under $5000 F5 
loss value between $5000 and $100,000, F4 
loss value over $100,000, F3 
identification cards, offenses involving  M1 
 
1999 version (148 v H 2 Eff 11-10-99) 
loss value under $5000 F5 
loss value between $5000 and $100,000, F4 
loss value over $100,000, F3 
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Forgery continued 
 
identification cards, offenses involving  M1 
victim elderly person or disabled adult less than $500  F5 
victim elderly person or disabled adult $500 or more and less than $5000 F4 
victim elderly person or disabled adult $5000 or more and less than $25,000 F3 
victim elderly person or disabled adult $25,000 or more F2 
 
Current version (2011 HB 86, § 1, eff. Sept. 30, 2011) 
loss value under $7,500 F5 
loss value between $7,500 and $150,000, F4 
loss value over $150,000, F3 
identification cards, offenses involving  M1 
victim elderly person or disabled adult less than $1,000  F5 
victim elderly person or disabled adult $1,000 or more and less than $7,500 F4 
victim elderly person or disabled adult $7,500 or more and less than $37,500 F3 
victim elderly person or disabled adult $37,500 or more F2 
 
17. Passing Bad Checks ORC 2913.11 
1990 version (141 v H 49 (Eff 6-26-86); 143 v H 711 (Eff 10-16-90) 
Value under $300 M1 
Value of $300 but less than $5000 OR with previous theft conviction F4 
Value of $5000 but less than $100,000 OR with two or more previous theft convictions F3 
Value of $100,000 or more F2 
 
1996 version (146 v S 2. Eff 7-1-96) 
value under $500 M1 
value of $500 but under $5000 F5 
value of $5000 but under $100,000 F4 
value of $100,000 or more, F3 
 
2005 version (150 v H 401, § 1, eff. 5-18-05) 
value under $500 M1 
value of $500 but under $5000 to single vendor/person OR value of $1,000 but under $5000 to multiple  
vendors/people F5 
value of $5000 but under $100,000 F4 
value of $100,000 or more, F3 
 
Current version (2011 HB 86, § 1, eff. Sept. 30, 2011) 
value under $1,000 M1 
value of $1,000 but under $7,500 to single vendor/person OR value of $1,500 but under $7,500 to  
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Passing Bad Checks continued 
 
multiple vendors/people F5 
value of $7,500 but under $150,000 F4 
value of $150,000 or more, F3 
 
 
18. Receiving Stolen Property ORC 2913.51 
1990 version (141 v H 49 Eff 6-26-86) 
Value less than $300  M1 
Value of $300 or more but less than $5000, or special property of R.C. 2913.71, or prior theft  
conviction F4 
value of $5,500 or more but less than $100,000; or motor vehicle; or two prior theft offenses F3 
value of $100,000 or more, F2 
 
1995 version (146 v H 4 Eff 11-9-95) 
Value less than $300  M1 
Value of $300 or more but less than $5000, or special property of R.C. 2913.71, or prior theft  
conviction F4 
value of $5,500 or more but less than $100,000; or motor vehicle; or firearm or dangerous ordnance;  
or two prior theft offenses F3 
value of $100,000 or more, F2 
 
1996 version (146 v S 2 Eff 7-1-96) 
value less than $500 M1  
value of $500 or more but less than $5000, or special property of R.C. § 2913.71 F5  
value of $5000 or more but less than $100,000; or motor vehicle; or dangerous drug; or firearm or  
dangerous ordnance F4  
value of $100,000 or more, F3 
 
1998 version (147 v S 66 Eff 7-22-98) 
value less than $500 M1  
value of $500 or more but less than $5000, or special property of R.C. § 2913.71 F5  
value of $5000 or more but less than $100,000; or motor vehicle; or dangerous drug; or firearm or  
dangerous ordnance F4  
value of $100,000 or more, F3 
 
1999 version (148 v S 64. Eff 10-29-99) 
value less than $500 M1  
value of $500 or more but less than $5000, or special property of R.C. § 2913.71 F5  
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Receiving Stolen Property continued 
 
value of $5000 or more but less than $100,000; or motor vehicle; or dangerous drug; or firearm or 
dangerous ordnance F4  
value of $100,000 or more, F3 
 
2011 version (2011 HB 86, § 1, eff. Sept. 30, 2011) 
value less than $1,000 M1  
value of $1,000 or more but less than $7,500, or special property of R.C. § 2913.71 F5  
value of $7,500 or more but less than $150,000; or motor vehicle; or dangerous drug; or firearm or  
dangerous ordnance F4  
value of $150,000 or more, F3 
 
Current version (2013 HB 51, § 101.01, eff. July 1, 2013) 
value less than $1,000 M1  
value of $1,000 or more but less than $7,500, or special property of R.C. § 2913.71 F5  
value of $7,500 or more and is special purchase article or bulk merchandise container F5 
value of $7,500 or more but less than $150,000; or motor vehicle; or dangerous drug; or firearm or  
dangerous ordnance F4  
value of $150,000 or more, F3 
 
 
19. Aggravated Burglary ORC 2911.11 
1990 version (140 v S 210 Eff 7-1-83)  
F1 
 
Current version (146 v S 2 (Eff 7-1-96); 146 v S 269. Eff 7-1-96) 
F1 
 
 
20.  Breaking and Entering ORC 2911.13 
1990 version (134 v H 511 Eff 1-1-74) 
F4 
 
Current version (146 v S 2. Eff 7-1-96) 
F5 
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